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This thesis atternpts to document the research and process of the director
of the collaborative aeation Just Yell Fire. This production was written and
workshopped at the University of Calgary. The workshop productions were
presented at the Reeve Theatre fiom April9 to Apd 12, 1997. Furthemore, this
thesis attempts to record the experience of the collaborative creation from its
conception though to its recommendations for hture productions. Chapters One
through Three were written prior to the rehearsal process, and Chapters Four
through Six were written retroactively. Consequently, they are written in
different verb tenses. The thesis continues with a brief historia1 overview of
performance creation in Chapter One, an interpretive response to research
conducted on domestic violence in Chapter Two, a project design in Chapter
Three, and a personal response to the projea in Chapters Four, Five, and Six.
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"Workingwith the don't knows is perhaps
more important than
teaching the

knows "

Joseph Chaikin

2

New rnethods of performance aeationl and the reinstatement of a political

agenda to the stage have been major foà for Canadian theatres over the p s t
decade. The development of performance creation is of particular concem
regarding this thesis. It is necessary to limit this study to some speofic cases
which concem ths project design, spedcally performance creation. Augusto
Boal and Joseph Chaikin2 have dweloped varying methods which will be
considered. Chapter One will briefly review major Canadian influences such as:

Paul Thompson, George Luscombe, David Diarnond, Catalyst Theatre, and

Theatre Panminou.
An attempt to define collective performance aeation is perhaps
antithetical, in that the nature of collective aeation redefines itself with each
new production. What is important about the nature of collective aeation is that
it involves a coilaborative effort in the aeation of the mis-en-scene. It can be

considered an, "autonomous method of theaue creation . . . a single process
wherein the same artist(s) develop the work from initial conception to finished

performance" (Shank 3). Particular agendas, rnethodologies, strategies, and
structures relating to the collective are defined differently by all groups or persons
'Performance aeation is the exploration of new materiai in a workshop sunounding. I t
often involves collective collaboration. but is not limited to that Its purpose is the creation of
a new theauical production.
2~ugustoBoal is the aeator of 'ForumTheatre'. His major works indude The Theatre
and Games for Actors and Non-Actors. Joseph Chaikin was the anistic
director of the Open Theatre based in New York
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practiang this theaue style. The purpose of this diapter is to outline vaqring
prarrices, to deconsma them. and to extract information which aids in deasions
made regarding the initial project design.

Augusta Boal's The Theatre of the O ~ ~ r e s s is
e dan irnpressive work which
has impacted performance aeation geatly. Innuenced by Brechtian and Mamist
thought, this theaue manifesto outlines his agenda. According to Boal, theaue
is the surn of all language. It is not only imperative that we (humanity) l e m to
speak this language, but that we view it as a tool for communication as well. He
feels that the only thing separating man fmm animal is theaue, and that it was
the first art form. What Boal is refening to is the essence uftheatre. This can be

understood in t e m of observation and observational qualities - - how we look at

things rather than what we look at. Boal's essence g t h e a t ~ erefers to our learned
ability to observe. Man being consaous of his ability to observe shows his ability
to distinpsh between self and other. This duality or polarity is what Boal calls

the essence oftheat~e.Out of t h s ideology, he condudes that theatre is manklnd.

He then distinguishes theatre fmm the stage, and in such a distinction, the stage
represents a higher level of consaousness.

This provides a plasticity of

observation to the stage allowing freedom of movernent and language. For Boal,

the body is the most important theauical tool. With the body, images can be
aeated whidi allow for a new language, a higher understanding of human nature.

Schutzman suggests that, "the material life of the body is expressive of oppression
because the body itself, its actions and gestures are determined by ideological
relations" (Schutzman 129). A new level of consaousness is developed.
Consciousness and learned observation aeate a language whch Boal feels is more
capable than that which is spoken. The Theatre of the Oppressed is Boal's
attempt to aeate a system capable of reaching al1 people. It considers forms of

extemal and intemal oppression. This encompasses a soaal psychology of
oppression; it originates from intemal sources and manifests in the extemal. Boal
posits that an oppressed group is incapable of determining some conditions of its
existence. He rejeas an Aristotelian system of purgatory by which:
the objective [is] to eliminate all that is not
comrnonly accepted, induding the revolution
before it takes place . . . [it] is designed
to bride the individual, to adjust him to
what preexists .
Boal 47
Boal hoped that the Theatre of the Oppressed would "stimulate the spectator to
uansform his society" and seek out a new Poetics.

From his ideological positions came Boal's notion of Forum Theatre, the
purpose being that the spectator, "delegates no power to the character either to
act or to think in his place; on the conuary, he himself assumes the protagonists'

role, changes the dramatic action, tries out solutions, discusses plans for diange -

in short, trains himself for real action1'(Boal 122). Boal's Forum Theatre is a

prease methodology whereby the following occurs: a target audience creates a
scenario, the forum show is played once in its entirety, it is repeated and the
spectators are invited to step into any action that seems unrealistic and suggest
solutions facilitated by the Joker figure, the speaator intemipts the scenario by

yelling "magicn at the unreal moments, and group discussion follows. The

speaator becomes the primary focus of Forum Theatre which functions to
discover dualistic thinking juxtaposed with the self and with the other. Philip
Auslander suggests that :
The Boalian body never comes to rest
in a neutral state; rather the point
is for the [spectator] to be able to move
from one mask to another while retaining
a critical distance fiom all masks. The
[speaator] cannot exist outside ideology
and doesn't even attempt to, but can only
try on different ideological positioning
as they are insaibed on the body.
Schutzman 13 1
Therefore, while the other and or self is experimented upon, the spectator is
exposed to various ideological structures as they exist within a subject. The
spectator becomes the post-modem subject of the divided self. Boal's Forum
Theaue creates an understanding of power structures withm a protagonistantagonist structure. This process ueats the audience as a collective, which
investigates and then defines collective solutions. The purpose of Forum Theatre
is then to actively seek communities or persons in oppressive situations and to
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investigate correctional methods for that target audience.

It encourages

revolutionary action.
Boal's F o m Theatre, while politically charged, posits some interesting
theaue techniques regarding performance creation. He saw the theaue and the
body as a tool to aeate powerfd images. Boal's exercises and method of

discovering images are key to the creation of theaue. His exercises target image
aeation. His book entitled Games for Actors and Non-Actors outlines exercises

for image creation. Therefore, one can extrapolate various methods of creation
sirnply by referring to Boal's idea of body as tool. Boal's emphasis on the essence
of theaue (the first art form) raises a level of consciousness to the power of the
image and the binary nature of his subject-object relationship. Boal integrated
these ideas within a very specific political agenda. At this point, his work
branches to a different theatrical style than the project design outlined in Chapter
Three of this thesis. Boal aeates a theatre which places the spectators in a
drarnatic role encowaging revolutionary action. This seems optimistic and rather

presumptuous to assume the influentid power that theatre has on its spectators.

1

does not propose to diange the soaal status of its audience and its

participants. Rather, it proposes to aeate a performance which merits an
observational quality while posing serious questions. Boal's work serves as a
building blodc to aeate imagery for the projea, not as a mode1 of performance

style or of political agenda.

His work is a springboard fiom which to jump, not

the water in which to land.
Conversdy, Joseph Chaikin of the Open Theatre dealt with performance
aeation from an experirnental aesthetic approach. It is h s belief that it ". . . was
through improvisation that the performer shared with the playwright and the
director the responsibility for the anistic conception1'(Shank 49). His attempt to
incorporate a writer into the collective creation was never fully satisfied. His

company gives future directors some insightful methods of dealing with
performance aeation. It is important when attempting to desaibe Chaikin's work
to avoid categorization. W h i l e most of his theatrical career was spent exploring
the collective creation, he adamantly resisted any perceived set models or

theauical approaches. It was his intention to ". . . make images into theaue
events, beginning simply with those which have meaning for myself and my
collaborators" (Chaikin 3).
Contemporaries such as Nola Chilton, Mira Rostiva, Judith Malina, and
Julian Beck provided a wide range of ideas which Chaikin could incorporate in the

Open Theatre.

Mira Rostiva introduced the idea of invisible intentions

cornmingling to become visible, dowing Chaikin to develop thematic ideals.

Malina's and Beck's freedoms from the assumptions of established theaues
further stimulated Chaikin's notions of performance creation. Chilton's influence
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gave him an alternative psychological perspective to that of the popular
Stanislavskian theories at the Ume. Chaikin had uained extensively in method
acting teduuques only to reject them as his professional development continued.
He Eelt that many actors became inarticulate if the vocabulary of the
Stanislavskian teduuque was not completely mastered; he further argued that
focusing on sensoIy attention, emotional recall, (and other highly concenuated
method acting techniques) found the actor preparing to play alone, making the
ensemble experience impossible. Moreover, the scoring of the text as suggested

by Stanislavski encourages a logical analysis of the script. It was feared that a
Stanislavskian analysis would create a fixed approach to the text due to such rigid
analysis. Qiaikin's interest in the ensemble originates from the fadures of verbal
communication. He focused on a physical expression of ideas. Once this was
established, words would follow. Like many theatres in the late 1 9 6 0 ' ~the
~ Open
Theatre sought a new method of communication, a means of aeating imagery
without vocabulary.
Chaikin's process dedt primarily in theatrical training. The product was
not as important as the process. He limited public viewing of the company's
work, and often refused to take credit for his role within the Company. In 1972
when the Open Theatre disbanded, it is speculated that t h s was primanly
because chaikin no longer wanted the responsibility or credit of leading the ,

Company. He felt that there are two main values in working collaboratively:

"[one] is the a f M g discovery of findùig deep comrnon references . . . the
second value is the discovexy of the astonishing power there is in the performance
of an actor who is actively piaying out an image which he himself introduced"

(Chdcin64). Ch&

believes that ensemble work also has two principles: the

first being empathy by which one actor fuses with the other aeating a synthesized
performance where the focus of attention becomes undear, the second being

rhythm when the attention of the ensemble is paid to the rhythms created within
its stniauie. According to C.D. I ~ e s :

He [Chaikin] has always focused on theaue's liveness,
the speaal power of the present actor. He has viewed
the stage as afomm for investigating Z ï j i questions
rather than absuact, aesthetic concepts, a place
to find new languages to speak the nameless
dimensions of experience.
Innes 38
Through employing several playwrights on his projects, Chaikin managed to
remain f a i m to his collaborative techniques by viewing the playivright as a
polishing tool for the actois words. In rehearsals, Chaikin often relied heavily on
various exerases and their development. He refused to record any of these
exercises for fear that they would become theoxy. His intuitive abilities allowed
the exercises to take on new structures and pathways. Chaikm's feeling that these
were exclusive to the project at hand, and that a repetition of a process from
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project to project was ineffident and even inadequate, concun with the intentions
of this thesis. In his Notes on Foming b c i s e s , Chaikin States that the ". . . exerase
will surely be different from what 1 first thought it might be, because what

happens is always different from what's planned. Between me and the m o r s [sic]
that which has been uansfoxmed h m idea into action becomes the meeting

place" (Chaikin 133). Exercises lead to the creation of material. The editing

occurred outside the workshops.

Chaikin provided consistency through the

process; Open Theatre projects were not merely the amalgamation of the actors'
workshop experiences.

His objective in ensemble creation was to generate

theatre, not communal Utopia.
Like Augusto Boal, Joseph Chaikm's exploration of performance creation
merits some consideration in regard to the projea at hand. His rejection of a

singular process applying to all performance aeation is admirable. Chaikin's
suggestion that an individual, intuitive approach fosters collaborative aeation

rejeas a defined process which stimulates (not stunts) the growth required for
performance aeation. For Chaikin, the common denominator for his projects is

image creation, based upon a renewed vocabulary and rejuvenated workshops.
His process therefore has organic qualities by which consistenq is found in
inconsistency. Supporting this thesis approadi, his process of quesùoning is
imperative to his collaborative aeation. Various exeruses workshopped to

1.1

exhaustion conjure powerful images, creating an organic quality of performance.
Chaikin W e r supports this method as an a r t form rather than a psychological

purging of the self. Again t h s concurs with the interest of this thesis. Emphasis
should not be placed solely upon the aeation of a new theaue, but upon the
creation of a coherent piece. The Open Theatre found difficulties with this
process as it seemed to foster a demoaatic process, yet was seemingly dictatorial
in reality.
Much of Joseph Chaikin's work had a bias - - a behavioral one. His focus
was not necessarily the idea explored, but the responses of the Company to that

idea. Collaborative aeation lends itself to that particular bias. This project will
attempt to avoid such biases by focusing on the topic, not the method of
creation. It will artistically, rather than cornmunally, explore domestic violence
focusing on creation, not theoretical ideals. Joseph Chailsin's cornmitment to the
intimacy of theaue and his pursuit of artistic exploration exemplifies many
objectives of this project. M e r being exposed to a Chmese theatre group,
Chaikin commented that 'tyhat [he] loved about it was the spareness, was the way
in which a single image would resonate with ten thoughts and other images rather

than playing out nine" (Innes 93). His pursuit of selective (and often loaded)

imagery is commendable, and a shared pursuit of this project.
Chaikin and Boal's quest for visual images focuses on the primary form of
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theaue: the use of images. By rejecting the uaditiond use of language, they
stumbled upon performance aeation. Boal's rigid, instructive approach combined
with Chaikin's equally rigid, explorative techniques, gives this thesis some

particularly useful insights.

Both directors are concemed with exploring

improvisational skills of performance aeation, in that the actor and director fill
the role of writer. They have enjoyed world recognition in their field, and have
become international 'father figures' of the collaborative efforts of theaue
practitioners.

Considering the collective aeation as defined in Canada is also important.
The exposure that Canadians have had to this process will aid in understanding
and antiapating an audience response to this piece.

Jim Garrard and Paul Thompson have been credited with Theatre Passe
Muraille's development of the English-Canadian collective. According to Robert
Wallace, "the Passe Muraille collective creation, rather than becoming predictably

stylized, changes according to the interests and energies of its various aeators.
As a result, the shows continue to atuact both old and new patrons" (Wallace

79). Thompson's collective aeation solves rwo problems: it creates a cultural
identity which encompasses regionalism, and it allows actor partiapation in the
aeation of theaue. He felt that the collective drew the most aeativity hom the
actor whde decenualizing textual importance. Thompson stated that "the
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meaning of the play is a result rather than the cause of the arrangement of
material" (Filewod 28). This philosophy is best exemplified in Passe Muraille's
production of The Farm Show.

Here, a group of actors lived in a farm

community, and drew on their experiences to aeate a theauical production.
Improvisation was the text source which led to a performance centered piece. The
Farm Show was aeated t o bring a popularist perspective to Canadian drama

where regionalism was important. A collective ideology was established whereby
theatre was aeated for the community, and reflective of that comrnunity, in an
attempt t o stimulate social change. The creation of a comrnunity statement
became a primary motivation in the development of Thompson's artistic vision.
Thompson's work with collective aeation captures the idealism of the grass
roots theaue in Canada during the 1970's. His other works continued to expose

Canadian culture to his audiences, and the collective aeation proved to be a
wonderful method of aeating historical, comrnunity oriented pieces. His use of
actors as wxiters and performers within a circular structure (as opposed to a
hierarchical one) exemplifies the intent of the structure of this thesis. Thompson
successfully managed to act as an eye for the productions while stimulating the
ueative process. His process of creation varied with each production and was

eventually streamlined to the creation of a political and national agenda - - our
cultural identity. Again theaue became the means of politid expression which

they explored through collective imagery, as opposed to a textually based style,

something which is s e c o n d q to the nature of this projea. Thompson's actorbased philosophy is one which has some validity to the project at hand.

In the past two decades several Canadian companies have formed who deal
solely with collective creation. Al1 have particular agendas and target audiences
which make performance creation idealistic, opposing a traditional te.xtually based

approach. David Diamond's Power Mavs, in assoaation with Headlines Theatre
in Vancouver, exemplifies the vast number of new genres of theaues aaoss the
country in direct response to Augusto Boal's work Edmonton's Catalyst Theatre
dweloped a process coined "interventionalist theatre" where, by definition, "it can
only be accounted a success if it contributes to a change in the situation it
analyses" (Filewod 144).

The summer 1988 edition of &nadian Theatre

Review provides another new form of theaue d e d "the theaue of involvement"
which is defined as:

theaue that has political aims is in the widest sense,
a theatre of involvement that has formal purposes
which are its own . . . .[The theatre of involvement's role is]
neither to serve politics nor any political line but instead
to enrich political thought by making it abahdon its binary
logic and letting it catch a glirnpse of other alternatives from
which it can spring the taking on of responsibility.
SPV 29
This pedagogy of the theatre of involvement has obvious Boalian influences as
well. While Theaue Parminou rejeas the binary nature of Boalian thought, it
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seeks revolutionary action from its spectators in its objective to seek alternative

methods of political thinking.

Popular theaue is another form of political theaue in Canada, and while
crossing the border between English Canada and French Canada fluently, the
works of Boa1 have also influenced it. According to the Women's Cirde theaue
group, ". . . popular theatre methods can enable groups to find new ways of
voicing and analyzing issues and iden-g

and testing action" (Women's Cirde

7). Here, the common denominator between these groups is a link between

political action and performance creation. As stated earlier, the process of
performance creation is implied rather than defined. These companies stated a

particular focus and used performance aeation as a means to explore that focus.
The role of writer is plural instead of singular, encompassing a wider range of
ideas and expression. A post-modem agenda dominates this theaue form.
Diversity and a shifting identity are its only definable attributes. It suggests more
questions than answers; i t is exploratory in nature.

A theatre enuenched in a political ideology appears to be a prerequisite
to artistic success in the present decade. Social consaousness and political
awareness have given birth to our language and ideological structures. The needs
to correct, re-,

revolt, stimulate, and other artistic mandates within the theaue

industxy have become cornmonplace. This projea does not seek conaete methods ,
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of exploration, nor does it seek to confonn to any one process. The ideas of the
individuals mentioned in this Chapter conuibute to the project's development.
Their work embodies partidar philosophies and ideologies inherent to this
venture, but not whoily mandatory. It is my hope that the production will
explore contrasting perspectives, challenge the participants to think openly and
aeatively, and stimulate the validity of questioning ail.

"The problem of interpersonal violence
is a pervasive thread
in the tapesuy of
OU

culture."

The purpose of this chapter is to explore how domestic violence is dassified
and defined by seleaed published scholars. The reference material in Chapter

Two consists of a selection of books written on the subjea. Purposefully, it does
not study other formats of research. Interviews, artides, and other mediums have
been exduded because they will be considered during script development.
Material covered is recommended reading suggested by several soaologists and
psychologists h o deal with this topic. The author's reflections do not presume
to be unbiased. This is an interpetive response to the information covered. It
provides a starting point for the rehearsal process, and summarizes issues
requiring additional research.

Defining ternis conceming domestic violence is a difficult task This topic

has an edectic nature which results in no dear, concise, and well-defined terms.
Jane Kelly States that, "Wkat counts as violence that a society notices and
condemns varies according to the period of history, and the site, s a l e , and

structure of a society" (Kelley 3). The conditional existence of the problem is

part of the problem itself.
In all cases of domestic violence, abuse occurs. How that abuse is defined
can vary. Dr. Mic Hunter offers that:
When a person uses uidcs, power, threats, or violence
to have sexual contact with another adult, it is called
rape or semal assault. When the victimized person is
a M d , people often use the phrase child molesting.

When a child is molested by a relative, it is called incest.
Hunter 3
What is interesting about his approach is his attempt to defîne and categorize
abuse. In this suuggle for accuracy,the scope of abuse becomes narrow and fixed.

Many problems regarding research on domestic violence can be found in semiotic

rejection of the circumstances of that research.

In choosing to study domestic violence, 1have narrowed my study to abuse
between persons who are intimately f a d i a r with each other. Incest, sexual
assault, physical abuse, and psydiological abuse are all traumas3to which will be
referred in Chapter Two. Although each uaumatic incident has individual
characteristics, the similarity of uaumatic experiences is alarming. Human nature
responds to all f o m s of trauma in a sirnilar manner despite the details of that
trauma. One can trace similar reactions between persons involved in a car
accident and persons involved in domestic violence. How that person is treated

following a trauma, regardless of type, is indicative of their response.

Domestic violence has been widely studied and publiuzed since the late
1960s. The ferninist revolution prompted interest where "wife battering" became

a primary concem. Since then, North American culture has become increasingly

Trauma will be defined as 'an injury (physical or emotional) which has an
emotional impact with lasting psychological effects."
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interested in cases of domestic violence, seeking their identification and
conclusion- The past three decades have seen explanatory terms created and
accepted. Considenng them before explonng the nature of domestic violence is

important. The terms identified will primarily concern the conventionally defined

m.Disaçsoaation, la& of recognition, pseudoforgiveness, minimization, the
accommodation syndrome, and learned helplessness are expressions that will be
given consideration.
"Disassociation" defines one type of defense mechanism commonly iinked

with cases of domestic violence. It is a response which involves the separation of
the victirn from current reality. Often a person will disassoaate themselves from

an experience entirely, placing themselves in a mentally i d y k state.
Disassociation also involves the denial of trauma. Here, the victim denies that the
abuse is happening. Disassociation perpetuates the belief that the trauma is not

occumng during the abuse. Hunter suggests that, "in order to cope while the
abuse is taking place, many victirnized persons will disassociate" (Hunter 66).
Disassoaation, therefore, is a coping technique commonly found in instances of

abuse. Continual reference in a variety of sources to this term shows the
acceptance of the term as a recognizable trait of domestic violence.

The

Everstines suggest that disassoaation within the victim occun when ". . . the
trauma victirn has blodced an original thought because the psyche could not have
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tolerated the memoryt' (Everstine 78).

The Everstinest suggestion that

disassoaation is not necessarily a deliberate, but a natural defense, is consistent
with ideologies outlined in their book, The Trauma Remonse, wiudi postdates

that 'traurnatic response' is a natural occunence in humans; i t is not a

psychological disease but a healing process. They further suggest that defense
mechanisrns exist to heal the victim. When the defense mechanism is in continual

use, it amalgamates with the victim, causing psychological problems. The
identification of the term disassociation de-mystifies this atuibute of persons

involved in domestic violence.

This then provides a platform for funher

discussion. If we understand our defenses, we can begin to understand ourselves
and others.

"In many cases of trauma, the victim may not define the event as
traurnatic. This is most likely to occur when the event was one of intra familial

violence" (Everstine 44). The

Everstines, like Hunter, spend some time

discussing the term "la& of recognition". This phenomenon is not restricted to

the victim. It is part of the conspiracy of silence4surrounding domestic violence.

The difference between disassociation and lack of recogrution is that one is a
response, and the other is a cultural belief. Ladc of recognition is ofien merely

4 ~ h'conspiracy
e
of silencen refen to the phenomenon where participants in
domestic violence remain silent about the abuse for iear that speaking out encourages its
continuation.

la& of education. How c m a person i d e n e something as a problem when that
problem has never been recognized or taught? Cornmonly, many persons
involved in sexual abuse had ". . . very little knowledge of normal sexual behavior

. . . . They typicaily grew up in families where discussion of sex was forbidden"
(Walker 118). Here, Walker is referring to only female victims of sexual abuse.
It is my feeling that this not only applies to the yictim, but to the perpeuator and

the potential observer heretofore defined as the other, in cases of abuse.

Ladc of

recogrution is not an excuse for domestic violence; it is an identification of a

problem deeply rooted in cases of domestic violence. Because the victim is
continually exposed to traumatic wents making h e m seem normal, the problem

is the inability to recognize types of abuse.
In most cases of domestic violence, forms of bargainhg occur to maintain
silence and the protection of privacy. This involves extreme cases of denial and

abnomal desires for normalcy within the family structure. uPseudoforgiveness"

is a common survivd teduuque used in such cases. Here, a person ". . . attempts
to move from denial straight into forgiveness without experienang any of the

emotions associated with abuse" (Hunter 103). Again, there is a tendency to
correlate this characteristic solely with the vinim of the abuse. 1 resist that
temptation, and believe that pseudoforgiveness is common of all persons involved
in domestic violence. I will further posit that it is a part of the cycle of abuse;,

pseudoforgiveness encourages denial of emotion. It aeates a false resolution that
can be only temporary, thereby inaeasing tension rather than diffusing it.

An extension of pseudoforgiveness is "rninimization". Minimization
involves the sharing of the abuse verbally while simultaneously denying aspects
of that abuse. Albert Roberts suggests that the minimization effect happen when

". . . the abused report less occurrences than real" (Roberts 9). This means that
the victim dismisses the significance of the trauma. Again, several scholars have
commonly refened to this term dealing with various forms of domestic violence.
It is a victim-centred term and is considered a common denominator. Exarnples
of the frequency that the term is used are: "Sorne survivors minimize the abuse"

(Malu 44) and ". . . battered women tend to rninirnize [abuse] with the
knowledge that the batterer is capable of doing much more" (Waker 57). Again,
it is disconcerting that minimization is resuicted solely to the victim and when

found within the other is ignored or caused to seem insignifiant. Minimitation
is a fiightening reality of domestic violence and can only be successful when left
unquestioned by al1 parties.

Many commonly defined terms discussed thus far have suggested the
cydical nature of abuse. Each typifies a response to abuse which may cultivate
its continuation. "Accommodation syndrome" is perhaps the most poignant of
those terms. It is a title which adcnowledges and attempts to explain the abusive

cycle. Instances of accommodation syndrome occur when the vim'rn becomes
accustomed to the abuse and no longer adcnowledges that it is taking place. It
is when the vicrim assumes that abuse is normal.
Closely related to accommodation syndrome is the theory of "learned
helplessness". Roberts suggests that:
The idea that violence is learned behavior has become
a uuism in the f d y . . . . Children who observe domestic
violence may leam . . . that violence is the only means of
-resolution: this may be the most pemicious
conflict
ef fect.
Roberts 156
Leamed helplessness is essentially dependent on belief systems. The degree to
which a person believes they have conuol is correlated with the degree in which
learned helplessness affects them. Promotion of beliefs concerning outcome

control determines if leamed helplessness is an appropriate response. For
example, "if the person does have conuol over response outcome variables but
believes he or she doesn't, the person responds with learned helplessness"
(Waker 47). Control is irrelevant; belief in the power to control is what
detexmines this behavior. It is a leamed behavior because it is a chosen response

not an instinctual one. This attribute is relative; the degree to which it is present
depends on the individual development of the personality involved. The
cornmon factor of leamed helplessness is the belief in helplessness, not the
actuality of it.
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These traits of domestic violence have primarily been coined for the victirn.
However, each term is also significant in idenufying characteristics of the other

not

readily

acknowledged

in

the

studied

sources.

Disassoaation,

pseudoforgiveness, minimization, la& of recogrution, accommodation syndrome,
and l e m e d helplessness conuibute to an understanding of other perspectives.

This was not given signifiant attention in any of the source materials studied.
In fact, very little precedence was given to the symbiotic nature of domestic
violence. The predominant concern of the sources studied focuses on the vim'm
and recovery frorn abuse. W

e this is a helpful starting point in addressing

domestic violence, it fails to acknowledge all aspects of it. Domestic violence is
not a suictly definable problem, and should not be treated as such.

A derogatory context is commonly employed on the rare occasion that the
other is considered. 'Yictim reward is a common pIoy used by o ~ m d m "(Maltz 4).

The identification of this term by Maltz is important. The use of "offender"
places the other in a @ty or a negative light. A method used by this "offender"
is a "ploy". This sentence is accusatory. W l e the identification of this
behavior is important, the semiotic structure of the sentence perpetuates what it

is trying to stop. It shows a la& of recognition that the other (Maltz' "offender")
is in equal danger of continuing the cycle of abuse. The b'victimreward system"
is a psychologid process (nota ploy) used frequently by the other (not offender)

in some abuse situations. Essentially it refers to a period of remorse experienced

by the other. This period is commonly identified as one of the stages following an
abusive situation. This behavior is very difficult to control, as it positwely
reinforces the continuation of a cyde of abuse. Another dosely related term is
"intermittent reinforcement". A victim reward system has motivated this
behavior. It describes a similar stage whereby it is ". . . most difficult to stop
behavior that has been intermittently reinforced, especially on a random and
variable schedule" (Wdker 109). Both terms seem inadequate in desaibing this
behavior. They are emotionally charged and accusatory. Proper identification
of a problem may help to solve it. Accusation can only allow it to grow.
Attempting to break the la& of recognition patterns in both the vim'm and
the other, there have been many efforts made to desaibe symptoms of an abusive

situation. Roberts' identification of certain causal links to abuse are as follows:
*high levels of stress
*isolation from personal and social support systems
*high levels of anger and rage
*learned helplessness
*loss of control
*depression, guilt
*finanaal pressures
*unredistic expectations of the marital partner and diildren
*heavy reliance on corporeal [sic] punishment and physical forms of
discipline
*being reared in a violent family
*having more than one child
*one partner handling all major family decisions
Roberts 1-2

This list represents one of many. All are simiIar in content and purpose. The

lists attempt to examine the "whats"of domestic violence. Much like the t e m s
studied earlier, lists are a helpful tool in identification. However, the key to
solving this problem do not lie in such quantitative methods. Hunter suggests
that ". . . it is important to focus on the 'reason' for the behavior rather than on

the behavior itself: on the tvhy' rather than the k h a t ' " (Hunter 5). Efforts in
Calgary have been made to do exactly that. The Calgary Institute for the
Humanities recently held a seminar senes whidi was concerned with violence
against women. Jane H. Kelley suggests that "the topic . . . was chosen by the
Advisory Council of the Institute as a visible problem now, and a problem that
is likely to intens* in the near future" (Kelley v). She continues to outline the
desired outcome of the seminar in her introduction:
Violence, at its core, is about power relationships and
inequality. . . . Violence tends to be pattemed in its occurrence.
Certain kinds of risks can be increased or diminished through
working conditions or lifestyle deasions. . . . It is not only the
victims and survivors who need to be understood and helped.
More attention should be paid to the reasons perpetrators
exhibit violent behavior; they too need counseling and
ueatment. . . . A lack of public understanding about the need
for such services for perpetrators, and a lack of resources
for providing adequate treatment, are more central concerns
than a lack of knowledge of strategies with a reasonable
chance of working. . . . There is not just one problem not just
one cause, and not just one solution.
Kelley 5
Keiley's identification of the o d t a in her introduction begins to examuie die core
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of domestic violence. While there is certainly a need to help remove the victim
and to initiate recovery from abusive situations, the other needs to be addressed.
The ather is a significant factor of the why perspective, as opposed to the what

perspective, which are indicative of methods which persons attempt to explore
domestic violence.
Violence is essentially about power. Every causal link identified by Roberts
deals with a power suuggle. Economic dependency, isolation, and physical
punishment exemplify this. In cases of domestic violence, power is exchanged.
Not only is the power of the vihm and 0

t h

compted, but it is learned from

corruption on a social level. Jane Ursel suggests that ". . . the source of a vi&s
reluctance to leave an abusive relationship or testiQ against an assailant; the
source of high retidivism rates; the source of the problem of family violence is
embedded in our entire culture, from our concepts of sexuality to our computer
games" (Kelley 16). The cause and maintenance of domestic violence seem to
stem from a sense of powerlessness which is deeply rooted in our culture.

Most cases of domestic violence involve an abusive situation which is
repeated and maintained over a long period, often for generations. What are the
reasons for the continual d t i v a t i o n of this oppression? Most research has
focused on victim mentality to find answers. Mic Humer feels that a victim

m e n d t y can only be developed when the victim is abused and left to cope with

that abuse independently (Hunter 69).

An identification of the abusive cyde

helps conuibute to understanding the development of victirn mentality. For

example, irnmediately following a traumatic event, a person will go through four
stages prior to generating a response system. The Everstines' outline these four
steps as: denial, acceptance of reality of ment, cognitive suMva.1 (identification
with the aggressor), and shock.

These steps desaibe a reaction to the first

instance of abuse. If the cyde of abuse is continued fkom this point, the tendency

for the vihm to develop accommodation syndrome is high. As a result, the victim
loses the ability to absuaa insightful information as she or he is in a constant
state of trauma. The healing process becomes inaeasingly difficult to begin.
Once accommodation syndrome has developed within the domestic structure,

cycles of abuse can be idenufied.

Scholars have comrnonly accepted that this

cyde can be identified in phases, such as ". . . the tension-building phase, the
acute incident phase, and the respite phase" (Walker 55). These terms are not
unifomily used, but their meaning remains sunilar in dl descriptions of abusive
+es.

A cornmon misconception regarding the cycle of abuse is that the victirn is
purposefully "setting up" the abuse in a masochistic fashion. Walker posits that

". . . although [the Mctim] appears to be masochistically setting up [his or her]
own victimization[,] such behavior may well be a desperate attempt to exercise

,
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some conuol over [lus or her] life" (Walker 50). It is important to remember
that in cases of domestic violence, the trauma is so severe &at the psy&e is

unable to process donnation and responds to it irrationally. Issues of power and
control (both internally and externally) have maifunctioned. Coping responses
and defense rnechanisms maintain the person's existence. This applies to all

members involved. In fact, "0th members of the couple suffer because of abuse:
the suMvor as a direct, primary victim, and the partner as an indirect secondary
victim" (Maltz 209). The continual cyde of abuse stimulates an oppressive

mentality -which is quite difficult to break d o m and exceedingly damaging to

those indirectly involved in that cycle.

Similarly, it is suggested that ". . . when required to bear witness to a
traumatic event, a diild may be more acutely uaumatized than the actual victim"
(Everstine 1 14). As studies rweal a high correlation between homicidal persons
and their involvement in domestic violence, it becomes inaeasingly important to
study all persons involved in such cases. It is generally thought that wiuiesses of
domestic violence become involved in the conspiracy of silence. The silence
perpetuated by this conspirasr becomes a preventive method of repeated abuse.

In those cases, the witness' fulfillment of basic needs becomes a necessary
condition promoting a silent stniggle. Confrontational situations are only dealt
with in extremes. Therefore, the behavior leamed simply through witnessing

abusive behavior is as harmful as that leamed by the reapient of it. There was
very little quantitative research on this topic, and only recently has it even
become a focus for research.
Consistently, each source studied seek forrnulaic solutions for domestic
violence. Al1 books conclusively suggest rnethods of coping with this probkm
that are preventative. Walker states that:
The violence will o d y cease when every person, man or
woman, stops defensively rationalizing and begins
to understand just how such acts come about in our
culture and why they continue.
Walker 15
Roberts fuxther supports this idea by stating that "equitable ueatrnent for families
Lnvolved in domestic violence c m occur only through poliaes which involve the
men as well as the wornen. Only through sharing the responsibility for the much
needed changes can the goal of eliminating abuse and strengthening the family
become a reality" (Roberts 113). Both authors attempt to elirninate gender
biased conclusions, thereby admitting that this is not solely a women's issue.
Huntef s conclusive statement is directed toward the victim and overcoming Yicthz
mentality. He suggests that 'becomuig angry is the beginning of acceptance and

of moWig from the view of self as victim to the view of self as survivor" (Hunter
106). He further supposes that the way to get "evenn with the person who
mistreated the victim is to continue to live and stop the cycle. Sumival itself
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empowers the victim, consequently destroying the abusive hold. The Calgary

Community Seminar Series created the "Callto Action for AU Men and Women",

which lists preventative actions to stop the abuse cycle. One case study suggested
that:

Recognizing, naming, and acknowledging various
kinds of violence are important steps in validating
the abusive experiences and making them visible
and real to the rest of soaety.
Kelley 41
While these conclusions are honorable suggestions, the fact of domestic
violence often remains unseen and unheard. Statistics show an inaease in
reports of domestic violence. Statistics Canada f o n d that "one third of the males
surveyed had experienced some type of sexual abuse as a M d " while in
Minnesota, "one of every 25 male high school students and one of every fourteen

male college students reports that he is a victim of s e d abuse" (Hunter 26).
Research also suggests that adolescents are at a greater risk of involvement in
violent crimes than any other age group. Studies continue to indicate that

(Hunter 84). The Everstines found that "forty percent of the murders are the
result of domestic violence [in the United States]; a majority of the victims of
these murders are in the primary child-rearing group of 20

- 39 years old"

(Everstine 1 15). These statistics quantitatively suggest that domestic violence
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continues to be a significant problem in our soaety despite efforts to diffuse it.
It hirther suggests that

a large percentage of violent acts are committed within a

domestic structure. This indicates that more time needs to be spent studying the
issue before any attempts can be made to solve it.
The definitions and concepts discussed in the material covered are wholly

inadequate.

Often they contain gender biases, negative and derogatory

connotations, and consuict understanding of the broader issue. For this reason,
the term victim is unacceptable. 1 assert that abuse occurs when the s e v is
oppressed by the other. Interference with comprehension and execution of
identity on any level is abusive. Therefore, use of the terms self and other
eliminates qualities of gender and value judgements.
In gathering this research 1 found that many issues were clearly not
considered by these sources. Most of the sources were concemed with gender,
aeating a biased study of domestic violence. Often the other was male and the self
was female. Very little attention was paid to the silent observer of domestic

violence despite several references to him or her.

The sources studied provided

vast amounts of victim-cenued information - - a good start. However, from that
data, condusions were quickly drawn and solutions were provided for problems

that soàety has yet to fully comprehend. Our hurnan desire to bring dosure to
'The selfis a personal comprehension of identity. It is sîngular and encompasses the
essence of the individual.
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this disturbing issue is understandable and commendable, but it is premature.

Domestic violence, like a pebble dropped in water, has a rippling effect. The
infinite nature of those ripples cannot be ignored. In this case, the water m u t be
understood in relation to the pebble before understanding how to conuol and

change the nature of the npple.

"My intention is to make images
into theatre events, beginning

simply with those which
have meaning for

myself and my
coUaboratorsn
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The original intent of the project design will be discussed in Chapter

Three. It will not be a retrospective description, but a hypothetical mode1 which
allows the following chapters to conuadict and or confim what the project
becomes. Genre, Topic, Company, and Rehearsal Process will be studied. Their
evolution through rehearsal, workshop , and performance will be examined in
subsequent chapters. The purpose of this chapter is twofold: to adequately
describe the thesis projea, and to record its beginnings for future reference.
Genre

Just Yell Fire's conception began in the summer of 1995 with the murders
of Kimberly Cahoon, Janice Momson, and Jeanne Kotvk. These three murders
occurred within a four-day span in the üty of Calgary. AU three victims were
murdered by their spouses. My interest in developing a saipt which would

comment on these murders led to the consideration of working in collective
creation.

This theatre genre encourages ensemble aeation of t e x , exploration of
imagery, and improvisation as a constructive method. In most collectives, the
actors are involved in all areas of performance creation.

Unlike traditional

theaue practice, collective creation resists a hierardial structure, decenualizing
the importance of the director. This process often resdts in a fragrnented
production where the aeation becomes more important than the product.
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the importance of the director. This process often results in a fiagmented
production where the aeation becomes more important than the product.
Just Yell Fire will commingle several styles of theaue.

It will be

"collectively influenced", without jouiing the genre of collective creation. The
director's role will remain hierarchical. She will lead rehearsals, producing an
aunosphere under which ensemble aeation can occur during initial rehearsals.

Once a script has been developed, fine tuning of that script to its cohesion will be
solely the director's responsibility. The director will shape the production,
aeating a viable and solid performance.

The methodology is diffidt to define as it will not follow a predetermined
set of d e s . The purpose of the thesis project is to produce a new saipt while
continuing to develop my directing skills in an organic process which will
accommodate growth and change throughout. The project goal is to aeate a

coherent production that educates, engages, and validates the questioning of all.

Topic
The topic of the production is domestic violence. As suggested in Chapter
Two, my interests lie within the exploration of previously ignored aspects of
abuse. For example, this subject is often depicted in a way that presents men as
aggressors and women as victims. Just Yell Fire will question this perspective and
examine the gender consuaints assoaated with this topic. Focus on seIf and other,

as referred to in Chapter Two, will allow the piece to consider the hurnan
qii=ilitiesof domestic violence, bringing the topic doser to the individual audience
rnember .
The title, Just Yeli Fire, cornes from a popular instruction in self-defense
dasses. A person is told to yell "Fire!" rather than to yell, "Help!",Tape!" or any
other specific outay. I t is thought that the public is more likely to respond to
fire, than to a ay for help. The silent wimess responsible for this mentality is
also of topical concem. Why do we accept the unacceptable? What allows

soaety to remain uninvolved? These are questions which 1 will consider during
this process.
1am interested in presenting a piece which asks the audience to personalize

this issue. By avoiding a suict story line, this can be achieved. As a result, the
production will indude images (verbal and nonverbal) intended to stimulate
thought and interpretive response. Symbolic representation wiiî encourage
audience members to personalize the image. This allows domestic violence to
become an issue about humans, and about the abuse of power.

The Company will explore a variety of resources for background
information. This will indude reading resource books, following news stories
(both on television and in newspapers), speaking to coumelors, i n t e ~ e w i n g
persons involved in cases of domestic violence, and looking through court
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documents. Various organizations will be consulted such as: Calgary Family

Service Bureau, YWCA, Calgary Women's Emergency Shelter, Family of Men

Support Soaety, and the Women's Centre at the University.
The piece will hopefully educate and enlighten its audience members
through the exploration of issues concerning domestic violence. Information

regarding local services may be provided in the lobby of the performances.
Therefore, when audience members leave, they will have a resource directly
avdable to encourage furCher discussion.
1 feel that theatre is an excellent medium for communication in that its

voice is small compared to other medium, but it is powerfd . It can combine
dance, music, written and visual art forms into one space. By choosing to look
at domestic violence through theatre, that voice cm stimulate much needed

discussion.

The Corn~any
~~~t
yell Fire will be a CO-productionwith Sphster@ Productions* This

is a new professional theaue company based in Calgary. Negotiations with the

company began upon the approval of the thesis proposal in May of 1996.
Spinstergirl agreed to give the production a downtown venue (The Big Seaet
Theatre), with publicity for that venue, and with finanaal contributions.
Spinstergirl would consider the possibility of touring the show, but that aspect is

not a component of the thesis.
The cast consists of six inaividuals, three male, and three fernale. During
casting, consideration was given to individuals who could conuibute in a group
environment, and who freely offered constructive aiticism during the audition

process.

The auditioners were asked to perform a Canadian monologue

(preferably original material) for the first c d . Acton who demonsuated a varied
understanding of their monologue were invited to attend callbacks. Sixteen
individuals participated in this process. During callbadcs, the actors were asked

to do several exerases dealing with image creation. The final casting choice was
made according to how well each actor worked in a group situation, with some
consideration to physical appearance. Diversity was sought.
Each actor will be expected to condua research on the topic. They will be
encouraged to formulate their own ideas and reactions to that research. They
then will be asked to bnng those discoveries to the rehearsal. In addition, they
will be actively uivolved in character aeation, transition,and construction of the
text.

Negotiation and development of imagery discovered through research will

be paramount to the creation of the t e s . At a certain point in the process their
aeative input will draw on aeation of the skeletal script. Upon the completion

of this, the aaors will be expected to assume a more uaditional role in order for
the piece to be properly prepared for public performance.

Douglas McCullough, a design professor in the Department of Drama, will
be the p r i m q designer for the production. This will involve his participation

in the evolution of the piece and the design concept. Consideration will be given
to the possibility of touruig. The director-designer discourse will generally follow
traditional practice. However, the actors will have input to some design deasions
as the creative process dictates. Final decisions will remain that of the director-

designer team.
As the collaborative aeation of a script often uses improvisation and
movement techruques to aeate images for the stage, 1 thought it necessary to
include the expertise of a choreographer in the process.

Having worked

occasionally with David Barns, who has excellent training in Dance and in
Education, 1 asked him to fil1 this position. His contributions to choreography

and the maintenance of a safe psychological atmosphere will be expected. In
addition, he will also contribute to interpretation of research and its incorporation
into movement.

The Rehearsal Process
The rehearsal process will be twelve weeks long, ending with a workshop

production at the Reeve Theatre, University of Calgary. Pnor to this rehearsal
period, the actors will be asked to do some research to gain a personal
understanding of the topic before entering rehearsals.
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Week One of rehearsal will famiüarize the group with each other, and with
techniques of "survival". This d l encompass a wide range of exercises dealing
with physical expression, vocal expression, and with self-healing techniques.

Essentially the week should build a "sumival kit" for the actors to use throughout
the process. The following three weeks will be for image aeation, where the
members of the company will use accurnulated background reseaxh as a basis for
improvisation. This will be followed by Week Five, when a rough outline will be
established. Weeks Six and Seven wilI focus specifically on scene creation
prompted by the outline. Following this will be two weeks of transition, where
the company will assemble scenes, and the saipt will be completed. Week Ten
will involve some fine tuning of the script which d l be completed at the

condusion of this period. There will be a two week period left to work the script
in a more traditional manner.

The Worksho~6r Performance
April9 - 12, 1997 wdl give the company the opportunity to workshop the
production pnor to its officia1 premiere, the purpose of which will be to gain

audience feedbadc from the piece. We wiU invite professionals from both Theatre

and Socïology to respond to the piece, dong with selected members of the public.
Whether the feedback will be given in post performance discussion or in written
format is yet to be decided.
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The production will be presented in whatever state is practical. The
workshop productions should deapher what aspects of the performance need to
be refined. It will also allow the group to test an audience's response to the piece,

adjusting it accordingly.
Following the workshop, one week will be taken to make necessary
adjusunents prior to moving into the professiond venue. The performance will
nin at

the Big Secret Theatre for two weeks, and foilow the same schedule as a

regular professional performance.

"This is what we rnight
. S
if we really taked
to each other"

Alberta Family Violence Prmention
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In melve short weeks, Just Yell Fire was collaboratively created by David
Ba-,

Ryan Gladstone, Carrie Innes, JenniferKelly, Nicole King,C. Adam Leigh,

Douglas McCdough, Dave Trimble, Donna Tunney, and Nova Lea T'orne. The

rehearsal process consisted of five different phases: Introduction, Image Creation,
Skeletal Development, Scripting, and Performance Preparation. Chapter Four
will study this process.

The Introduction phase focused on the self and other over a one week
period from January 13 to January 16. The actors (Ryan, Carrie, Jennifer, Adam,
Dave, and Donna) were asked to spend the first two rehearsals concenuating on
themselves. It was important to get in touch with the self on a mental and

physical plane before expioring dornestic violence. The actors needed to create
"comfort tools" for future reference during the process. One c o d o n tooI aeated
was the establishment of a home base called the nest within the rehearsal space.
The actors spent ten minutes at the beginning and at the end of rehearsals in that

spot for reflection. A second tool involved maintaining a personal journal
throughout the process, where emotions, research, and personal discovenes could
be recorded and referred to throughout the twelve weeks. In addition, the actors

were involved in image aeation, improvisation, and stov telling from an

individual perspective during this tirne. These exerases focused on the self, and
were aimed at increasing awareness of personal boundaries, personal tastes, and
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physical limitations. The actors were asked to rediscover their suengths and
weaknesses to understand how they would fit into the current company.

The second half of the Introduction Phase considered group dynarnics.

Many exercises were done which combined the selfwith the other. Developing an
awareness of physical and emotional surroundings was paramount.

Several

"safety nets" were established for the company. For example, they identified a
word that could be said at any point when an actor felt uncornfortable (with a no

questions asked policy) in order to stop the action. Conduding the Introduction
Phase members of the company gained an increased understanding of their own
individuality and how that would in turn shape group dynarnics in the future.

The company

discovered

methods of cornmunicating as a group while

maintaining a sense of seIf.

1 atuibute much of the script's success to this

discovery.
Collaborating with Douglas McCullough, the designer, during the
Introduction Phase generated the design concept. This induded a circular floor
doth that was approximately sixteen feet in diameter. The research done thus far
on domestic violence had emphasized the identification of abusive cycles. With
its shape, the floor doth helped to physically reinforce the cydical nature of

abuse while aeating boundaries for the aaors to use in a number of ways. The
floor doth could suggest a walless space where the charaaers could find comfort
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or tonnent. A translucmt plexiglass box, Iocated upstage centre of the space was
also discussed. This box aliowed violence to be pomayed on stage in a hidden
form, similar to many abusive situations, and it would also serve as M i n g places
for the actors, where only shadows could be depicted. The final set piece
discussed was a metal cage, sirnilar to a child's playground, to be set on casters.
The cage wodd fit behind the saeen, and codd be moved around the space as
needed. Actors' use of h s set piece would achieve different levels, and constrict
space as needed. The cage would be painted a bright red, matching the metal
fiame of the box. The rest of the set wodd be in black and white.

Phase Two of the rehearsal process dealt with Image Creation. Appendix
A records some exercises which resulted from this phase. From approximately

January20 to Febniary 7, the Company attempted to integrate ongoing research
with physical exploration. A four week period (contrasting with the projected

three weeks from Chapter Three)was necessary to create the required images for
the production. The process involved actors working within certain parameters
to aeate an image. The director defined these parameters, which induded word
restrictions, topical suggestions, and methods of exploration. Once the actors
successfully improvised an image, they were allowed time to develop the
scenario further. The results were recorded for future reference.
Throughout the Image Geation Phase, several patterns emerged in the
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Company: alI cast members had a tendenq to speak an image, not show it; when
given the opportunity to use text, they sacrificed originality of thought for
dichéd imagery; words became a tool for darification rather than for aeation;
and restriction of word use during the initial aeation became imperauve to the
success of an improvised scenario. The group also had difficulty editing
themselves from a piece. During the first week of Image Creation, it was rare
when an aaor would choose to remove himself or herself kom a scene. However,

by the end of Image Creation, actors were attempting to self-edit.
The intxoduction of choreographic movement occurred at this point in the
rehearsals. David B a r n (choreographer) trained the actors in some basic dance
movement through both improvisation and developed exerases. Movement was
reduced to a point on the body, then David expanded movement by connecting
points. Exemplifyng this was the Three Point Movement Exercise, where the
aaors were asked to pick three points on their body, and to continually touch
those points in a specified order and rhythm. Once this motor skill was perfected,
they were asked to create an alternative path to each point.

This produced a

flowing movement, much like a dance sequence. Various rhythms, pacing, and
vocabulary were then added to the movement. This exercise opened several new
perceptions of performance and image aeation, and eliminated persond
i n s e d t i e s regarding movement. It was exuemely i m p o m t in the development

of the performance style used in JustYell Fire.

The company met weekly to discuss researdi, which induded reading
newspapers on a daily basis, contacting and interviewing different comrnunity
s e ~ c progranis,
e
reading several artides and books provided by the director,

finding music which commented on the topic, locating physical visual images
which depicted domestic violence, and watching related films.

The aaors

interpreted information, and were expected to integrate research during image
aeation.

In addition, they were asked to write a f o n d t e x monologue,

expressing their understanding of abuse.

A "found text", is a monologue

created by the juxtaposition of various randomly seleaed texts. The words are

then placed in a chosen order, creating a singular perspective. The company's
monologues eventually dictated part of the h a 1 oudine.

The actors continued looking at domestic violence via introspection of
their own lives, thereby discovering how this topic affects them personally. Actors

discovered when they were abusive, when they were abused, and when they were
o b s e ~ n gabuse. The focus was not on sensationalized examples of domestic
violence, but on everyday ones.

This perspective gave the company dear

intentions, defining the parameters of Just Yeii Fire. The play was not to report
incidents of domestic violence, but to ask the audience to actively involve
themselves on a personal level. The actors concurred that the script should not
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follow a linear structure. Because the topic was too large to define within those

demarcations, the company relied on Image Creation to dictate the shape of the
production. Scenarios aeated in rehearsals becarne sparse, minimalistic,and open
to multiple interpretation.

By four weeks into the project, the actors began to focus on image
dichotomies. They responded to smooth and fluid movement with staccato text
to hirther develop this concept.

An image dichotomy was a staging of the

mariage of sef and other in domestic violence. The cast began questioning if it
were possible for both to exist simultaneously in one person, resulting in a Yin

and Yang philosophy which the actors adopted for the production. Increased

awareness of the symbiotic relationship of an abuser being abused and vice vma
became the central focus of Just Yell Fire. The actors perceived violence as

instinctual rather than leamed, and discovered that abuse needs not to be solved,
but to be fully identified. Just Yell Fire became an expression of that collective

idea.
Four weeks of image creation gave the company a solid base on which to
begin creating the metaphorid skeleton of Just Yell Fire. During the week

following t h i s phase, an outline for the script emerged based on the outlines on
the personal research, found t e x monologues, hee assoaation writings from their

joumals, and successful images scenarios discovered in rehearsals to that point. ,
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The Skeletal Development Phase began on February 10 and continued for
four weeks, concluding on March 7. This concurs with the time line suggested
in the project description. The first week of this phase was devoted to the
creation of a collective outline, including reworlung some scenarios and creating
new ones. Appendix B is a record of the original outline in the first three drafts.

A final outiine was worked for three weeks until the beginnings of a script could
be denved from rehearsals.
The aeation of the final outline occurred via discussion. Over three
consecutive nights, the company discussed and arranged the order of scenarios,
deconsuucting them until a thematic approach emerged. This process began
with a long list of scenes and monologues which were compacted into a few apt

concepts. The outline divided the play into three acts, each dealing with a
juxtaposition of terms: soaety and nature, abused and abuser, and everyone and
everyday. The entire outline was blanketed wkh the question " M y do 1 care?"
The company relied on visual imagery such as faces, circles, and spirals used in
the place of words for their interpretation of the outiine. Attempting to script a
show whose purpose was to avoid linear qualities made clarification exuemely
difficult. However, the minimalistic choice for the final outline helped darify
and direct scenes during the subsequent weeks of creation.

The development of Act One was the most demanding aspect of the
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rehearsal process, and continues to be the most challenging pan of the script.

The act was intended to examine s o a e q s role in domestic violence, and to
contemplate the nature of abuse. To do this, the company divided into two
groups to aeate Act One, which was completed in two rehearsal periods. Each

group then presented their version of Act One, and the performances were
discussed. The actors were hvited to rework the act to c
w
l
intentions. Once
this was accomplished, discussion of how to blend the two versions began.

Merging these two entities left the act in confusion, consequently, 1 constructed
the first version of Act One myself by attempting to weave both versions together
while maintaining a unified perspective. This was based on the group discussions,

and induded the help of David Barns.
The revised Act One, while dearer, remained convoluted as it commented

on society, rather than depiauig it. The use of stereorypical characters combined
with sincere human qualities remained undear and quite biased, requiring more

soaetal influences to be added to the act. M e r discussion, the company agreed
that hrther clarification was the director's responsibility. We had spent two

weeks developing Act One, and needed to begin work on the second a n .

Therefore Act One was lefi in a skeletd form with the understanding that the
director would add meat and skin at a later date.
Act Two began with revisions t o the previous process. The company
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wanted to uy dividing into uneven groups, resulting in a group of four and a
group of two. The deasion was also made to share information benveen groups
daily, so integration of the act could happen more fluidly. Act Two focused on

the self

the other. requiring an individual approadi. Each actor developed

different monologues interspersed throughout the a a . They titled each on a slip
of paper, then the papers were placed on the floor in different order, until we had
corne to an agreement for the act. Consequently, Act Three was unanimously
eliminated, as its intentions had become part of Act One and Act Two. The
ovemding theme of everyday and everyone became the focus of Just Yell Fire.

The conclusion of the Skeletal Dwelopment Phase marked the beginning
of the first draft of Just Yell Fire.

It had become dear during the Skeletal

Development Phase that the actors would have difficulty aeating a coherent piece
without the use of a singular playwnght. It had been my hope that this would
not be necessary, as 1had projeaed my role to be dramaturgical in nature. As a
result, my role as director merged with that of playwright. This discovery led to
a new development of the four-week plan projected in Chapter Three, the

Saipting Phase. 1 hosted a small party to celebrate the end of the collective
wrîting dement. From this point fonvard, the actors were to focus on character
aeation based on scripts brought into the rehearsal. I began scripthg what had
been created thus far, and gave it back to the actors for M e r development.
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The Skeletal Development phase of the rehearsal process required the
design concept to be revamped. The use of the floor doth could be substituted
with water or chalk. Just Yell Fire was examining psychological boundaries, not

physical ones, so the physical boundaries of the set needed to be eliminated. This
decision was also applied to the deletion of the cage. At this point, the set design
consisted only of the plexiglas box.
Just Yell Fire went through a total of seven drafts prior to the workshop
performance. The Scripting Phase began on March 8 and continued until the
workshop performance on April9, overlapping with the Perfoxmance Preparation

Phase. The mors were given the first copy of Act One on March 10. Two weeks
were spent with the actors developing the performance of the act in rehearsals,
while saipting the Act occurred between rehearsals. Act One's first draft
consisted of eight scenes with an ending yet to be developed. The characters of

Radical Feminist and Isobel, combined with certain blocking decisions made

during rehearsals were added in the following two drafts of Act One. With
contributions to the rewriting of the s e p t solely through character developmem
in rehearsals, the actors maintained a traditional role. This helped preserve d
w

and style throughout the play.
Suggested blocking was given to the actors upon the receipt of Act One.

The piece needed movement, not discussion. Once it was temporarily blodced,
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the actors were invited to suggest changes as necessary. Final script decisions
remained with the director to help maintain a singular perspective to the Act. In
addition, David B a r n began work on choreogaphing Scene Ten. The actors had
wanted to insert a piece which had been suggested during the Image Creation

Phase so David re-choreographed the piece, and 1 inserted text for danfication.
An hour of each rehearsal was spent working this scene for three weeks.

On Mardi 15, the actors were given the first draft of Act Two for their
penisal. This was the first time Just Yell Fire in its entirety (see Appendix C) was
available to the Company. Scripting rehearsals of Act Two began on March 23.

This aa was simpler to work, as it was entirely composed of monologues thereby
requiring only one actor per scene. Changes to the act induded Douglas
McCdough and David Trimble rewriting a monologue in exchange for an
inadequate one, and the insertion of a new monologue focusing on abuse of the
elderly. The actors were cast in different roles than those they had written,
except for Carrie and Donna, thus allowing the actors to disassociate with their
writing contributions.

This decision also added balance to the genders

represented on stage. As a result, some interesthg generationd influences

occurred during the act, even though the monologues had originally been
wuelated. Certain casting choices allowed character development and familial
relationships to be established in the Act. Joe's relationship to Janice was an
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example of this. The casting choices ueated a fluidity to the Act which had not
previously been existent.
Act Two was in good foxm after three drafts, and just three days of intense

rehearsal. The entire play was then performed in sequence to establish and
confirm rhythms within the piece. This process involved textual editing, reblocking, and prop additions. The script went through two more drafts and was

thought to be complete on Mardi 28.
h o p and costume designs were initiated during the scripting process. The

use of toys in Act One was introduced to help establish Media and Psychologist

as ridiculous stereotypes. The toy weapons provided irony, contrasted to the real

gun in Act Two. The actors made deasions about prop usage entirely while in
character, facilitated by having toys present in the rehearsal for actors to discover

and integrate, which proved to be a successful method of introduction. Similady,
the deasion to use the net as a veil occurred spontaneously in rehearsals.

Costume dioices for Just Yell Fire were made quite late in the rehearsal
process.

This was imperative, as character choices defined these designs.

Douglas' choice to dothe the actors in black helped maintain anonymity within
the cast. Conversely, the Smith's red socks heightened the effen of their wet
feet by drawing attention to them, and separated these two actors from the
ensemble. Costumes that were individual to the actors were inspired bv the
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dothing wom to rehearsals. Fitting the actors in uniforxn had briefly been

considered to maintain the ensemble, but a unanimous decision could not be
reached.

Less time, one and a half weeks, remained for the Performance Preparation
Phase than amicipated in Chapter Three, due to an extended period of script
development. Revisions continued through to the conclusion of the workshop,
ending with the seventh draft (Appendix D).

Most of the revisions were minor,

including shifting of scenes and blocking changes. The actors performed several

nin-throughs prior to the workshop performances, working on different images as

needed. The shadow work (scenes occurring behind the saeen) was rehearsed
over a two-day span during Tech Week, as it required specific lighting and set
pieces. In addition, David Barms choreographed a male duet with Adam and

Dave during the week prior to performance. This piece was intended to offer
some hope and love in an othenvise desolate piece.
The Performance Preparation Phase was similar to most rehearsal
processes, with the traditional roles of actor, designer, and director observed. At
this point, the Artistic Director of Spinstergirl Productions attended a rehearsal.
Actors were ready to perfom this piece publidy. The workshop production of

Just Yell Fire opened on April 9 to a long anticipated and generous audience.
I

"1 thought that the issues - - violence in all fonns and degrees

and our society's confusion about love, sex,

gender control- - were illusuated
with compassion, depth,

and passion."

Audience Member, Just Yell Fire
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The four workshop performances of Just Yell Fire occurred from Apnl9 to
April 12, in the Reeve Theatre at the University of Calgary. The purpose of the
workshop was to gain audience feedbadc prior to opening at the Big Secret
Theatre, in CO-productionwith Spinstergirl Productions which was, in reuospect,
a successfd venture. Chapter Five will give a brief overview of the format for the
workshop, and of the audience response to the production.

The workshop consisted of a f
d teduucal performance of JustYell Fire to
an audience containing subscription holders, students, professionals fiom the

theatre, and guests who worked directly with pesons involved in domestic
violence. The audience was given two methods of responding to the production:
they could opt to participate in a discussion following the production, or they
could fill out a form which was induded in the program. As the director 1
faalitated the discussion following the performance, where questions were posed
to audience members and discussion among the group was encouraged. The
actors were given an option not to attend the workshop discussion; none of them
chose to exercise it.
The workshop performances changed nightly according to the feedback

given on the prior evening. During the second workshop, text was added to Act
One, scene ten for clarification. This text was to be improvised throughout the
scene by the aaors. Carrie was insuuaed to put the gun in her mouth for her
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final monologue to emphasize a suiade therne. In addition, six more seconds
were added to the Intermission lighting cue, in response to the audience needing
more time to process imagery. The actors were asked to increase their characters'
physicalization so as to d a n 9 each. Blackouts were reduced to five seconds

maximum, which in reuospea was still too long; the elimination of blackouts
would be reworked in a future performance. These changes conuibuted to the
strongest performance given during the workshop, on the night of Apnl. 10.
The third workshop performance was also altered. Carrie's attempt to put
the gun in her mouth was eliminated, as it was too suong an image. Jen was
instructed to have Psychologist address a help group as opposed to addressing a
lecture hall, which would help her diasacter achieve a definitive stereotype,
avoiding sirnilarities between the Psychologist and the Radical Ferninist. The
conclusion of the play was reworked so that the actors stepped into the chalked
circle aeated by Isobel at the end of the production, thereby induding themelves
with the audience. This diffused some confrontational aspects of the piece, and

was less offensive to the audience. Isobel's final line was reduced to, "1 know
you." The discussion which occurred the previous night with the audience and
the Company inspired these changes.

The final workshop had the most radical changes partly because it
was the last chance to test some ideas, and because the actors' confidence in the
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show allowed them to take bold new directions with their diaramers . Carrie was
given a pom-pom for her Radical Feminist in a final attempt to have the character

read as a stereotype. The pom-pom was also intended to indude Radical Feminist
with Psychologist and Media, as the later two had toys throughout Act One.

Until this point in the workshop, Radical Feminist's dialogue was taken too
seriously which consequently misled the audience's perception of the piece.
Because of her character's strong t e x , the piece was seemingly biased in
addressing only women's issues. This needed to be changed. The intention of the
piece was to portray all ages and genders in domestic violence, not to concenuate
on women. Carrie's use of this prop took her charaaer in an entirely new and
brave direction. In future performances, this would need to be harnessed and

balanced with the other actors on stage. For the workshop, it was entirely
successful in its intentions. Another revision was Dave Tnmble's child character
in the final scene with Newspaper Man, added because the audience had
expressed some concem for the la& of hope that the piece showed. While this
was intentional in the aeation of Just Yell Fire, the Company conceded that this

issue should be addressed. Dave's child character was asked to accompany
Newspaper M a n off stage to solve ths audience concem.
Seventy-eight written responses were collected during the workshop period;

sixty-four of those responses were positive. The audience members generally
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enjoyed the production and realized its contributions to the topic.

Iust Yell Fire's

confiontauonal nature clarified the intention of the production, which was to
activdy invoIve the audience and to encourage them to take responsibility for
dieir own contributions to domestic violence. This was successful. The use of
water and of chalk in the show was unanimously adrnired for its subtle defining
of boundaries. In addition, diverse interpretation of the piece was common,
which again showed that the company's intentions were realized.
Fourteen audience members responded with alanning distaste for the
production. They found it either completely offensive or too chaotic in structure.
Approximateiy ninety per cent of these persons demanded that a story line be
insened in the production for any possibility of success; one audience member
wrote to "corne off the soapbox, put in a story line, and move it from a beginning

to an end." This was never the intention of the script, and such commentary was
appreàated but not acted upon. The ovenvhelming emouonal response of the
audience members who did not like the production was indicative of success to
the Company, because people became angsr and were subsequently driven to
discuss the performance. By our standards, that measured a success.

Much of the critical feedback was concerned with lengthy blackouts, with
integration of movement in the piece, and with definition of multiple characters.
Transitions benveen scenes were either too choppy, or elongated. We would
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d*

these for a future performance of Just Yeli Fire by eliminating blackouts

and adding movement to the transitions to just&the

dance sequences. This

transitional movement would reflea the movement used in both dance pieces.

Additionally, I would find the appropriate balance between the Radical Ferninist,
the Psychologist, and Media. Development of the shadow moments would also
be instigated. Finally, some efforts would be made to textually explore cycles,

which was successfully done with the movement in Just Yell Fire, often sacrifîcing
textual importance. These suggested improvements summarize the result of the

workshop experience.

The workshop productions allowed the company to aitically assess the

script thus far. AU members used the audience's feedbadc through discussion and
presentation of new material. In response, the audience willingly shared their

opinions with the company, bringing the process full urde.

By the final

workshop performance, the group had discovered methods of stimulating
conversation and extracting exact detail from audience members. It was an
informative and exciting phase of our process.

"Stop pretending it won't happen again. Stop
pretending it's never touched your life.

Stop pretending it's not
a part of youw

Ryan Gladstone, Just Yell Fire
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On April 7, the Deparunent of Drama met with Spinstergirl Productions.
This meeting concluded with the dissohing of the agreement t o co-produce the
production of Just Yell Fire. To date, there have been no forma1 efforts to mount
the production at an alternative venue.

For that reason, the Performance

component of this thesis has also been dissolved.
The project has been a persona1 success. In Chapter Three, the project
outline desa-jbesthe process as one which would ".. aeate a coherent production
which educates, engages, and validates the questioning of all." 1 feel that we met

this mandate. Furthermore, Just Yell Fire was an educational expenence for all
members of the company. The student actors were given new tools and new
methods of perfoxmance aeation as a direct result of dus project. Personal
boundaries were redefined. AU members were continually challenged to exceed
their limits. The company has emerged with suength, love, and pride for the
work accomplished. Success is measured intemally; that is what has made this
thesis project inarguably triumphant.
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Exam~lesof Scenarios From the Image Creation Phase of Rehearsal

The following are some examples of scenarios created during the Image

creation phase of rehearsal. Many of the ones cited here were used to aeate
moments in Just Yell Fire.

Jimmy's Family Scenano (January 16)
CHARACTER'S :

Ryan:Jimrny, Jimmy's f . e n d .
Adam: Alcoholic father .
David: Older son

Carrie: Mother
Jennifer:Sister

SCENARIO:
The actors first used words to take them through t h s family's situation.

This was then reduced to 'gibberish', where words were not allowed. This
aeated some verbal sounds which were then isolated and conducted like a

Oppressed Scenario (januav 20)
CHARACTERS
Carrie's: A passive character who expenenced issues of leamed helplessness.
She did not want the support of people around her. The word she used was
'no'.
Ryan's: An aggressive character who quietly hovered as a f o m of oppression.
His word was 'yes'.
Adam's: A passive character with a materna1 instinct. He wanted to conuol
how abuse occurred. His word was 'what'.
Dave's: The aggressor who found cornfort in groups. His word was a laughing
grumble.
Jennifer's: A passive who was either extremely aggressive or extrernely passive.
Her word was 'why'. She was a chiid like witness, unable to stop but wanting
to.

SCENARIO
Dave's put Jennifer's on a leash. Ryan's started to exert control over Canies.
Adam's observed. Canie's broke free of Ryan's and found space alone. Ryan's
joined Dave's and they focused their oppression on Jen's and Adam's. Adam's
became a uio of the passive. Carrie's broke away while Adam's and Jen's were

oppressed by Dave's and Ryan's. Ryan's broke away and leaned near Carrie's
without toudUng her. Dave's uied to comfort Adam's, when this was

accomplished continued to oppress. Jen's built anger and attacked Dave's

uying to W. Adam's left on the ground, visibly shaken. Canie's left in corner
huggrng Ryan's. Scene stopped here.
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IMPORTANT IMAGERY
1.

C'lumps of threes and nvos working in opposition, magnet movement

2.

Circle movement

3.

Stuck in a corner

4.

Non physical oppression

Fear Scenario (Januay 22)

SCENARIO
The back part of the space was in darkness, the rniddie section was s h a d o y ,
and the front section was dimly lit. There was a door hame centre to that

space. Ryan stood to the SR in the doonvay. Five actors were in a semi-arde
opening US. The group moved together through a variety of positions each
time Ryan spoke. They were limited to 15 words. One by one, they got
permission from Ryan to go through the door. Once through they rnoved
quickly focusing on a variation of breathing patterns to create a 'sound'
environment. When aii actors were in blackness (except Ryan) they began to
Say different words. They al1 banded together and chanted one word, then

came rushing through the door. At that point, five of them cuddled in a group
on the floor, saying 'safe'. End of scene.

IMPORTANT IMAGERY
1.

Sound versus seeing

2.

One word, different movement

3.

Physical obstacle

4.

Negative space, playing to empty space and shaping it

Three Point Exercise (Januaiy 23)

CARRIE'S
Carrie used the sentence, 'Everyday that you choose to live, you desuoy the

power of abuse to you' (Hunter Text). David was on a block repeating a
gesture and saying the word, 'power'. Donna was directly in front of him
repeating a gesture and saying the word, 'everyday'. Carrie moved in a full
cirde around David and Carrie repeating 'abuse' and 'live' as p ~ u a t i o n
to
the movement.

ADAM'S
Adam used the sentence, 'It is not the touch itself that is ha&,

but the

meaning behuid the touch that hum' (Hunter text). Adam used Dave, David,
and Ryan to accornpany him. The movement advanced toward the audience,

and the sentence was repeated nnrice.

JEN'S
Jen's sentence vos, 'Sadly, ifs a story that no longer shocks: Woman leaves

man; Man kills woman; then in a final aa of violence, the man kills himself
(Calgary Sun). She used Dave and Doma in her performance. She positioned

Doma SR and Dave SL and she remained centre stage. Dave and D o m a
performed the three point choreography while moving towards the centre. The
piece ended with the duee aaors in a line at the conclusion of the sentence.

DESCRIPTION
I

DonndRyan: Ryan placed himself in a desk flipped upside down. He played a

young M d . Doma held a baby and humrned 'rock a bye baby'. She cirded
around him, then left the room (slamming the door). Ryan then said,
"mornmy?"
Dave: Dave placed himself in a wooden box. He was dearly an infant aione.

He progressed and got out of his aate, taking off his gloves. He began to
leave the room, then went back for his gloves. He continued to leave the
room, then came back and flipped the box over himself, much like endosing
himself in a coffin.

DESCRIPnON
Dave started as an infant in the cradle. Jen and Donna were DSL and USR

respectively, whde Adam and Ryan were USL and DSR. They were making
'abuse' sounds (ie screams, breathing, hitting). Dave lefi his aadle and began
to approach the others. The others tumed around, took the phone rniming
position, and began to say typicai lines about abuse. Dave exchangeci using
'you h m ' and you left' as a response to this. He eventually lay d o m on the
floor beside the aadle in the fetal position. The others then surrounded him
and covered him with the box, while humming 'rock a bye baby'. They left the
room in single file, al1 humming. The coffin was left alone on stage.

IMPORTANT IMAGERY
Sound is becoming as important as words in t h s process. Movement and
sound is dictating the words, aeating minimal selection of them.

Mom-son Case Scenario (Januuy 28)
DESCRIPTION
DavdJen: No words were used. Dave wanted to change Jen's hair. She
responded timidly. When he pushed it, she walked away. Jen retumed to
Dave and let him touch her hair. When it became unbearable, she left for
good. He foilowed her, punched her, and pushed her on the ground. He then
played with her hair, slapped the ground (gunshot) and promptly kissed her o n
the lips. Their purpose was to understand why.

A d d y a n : Ryan was the friend of Scott Momson (Adam). They went
through severai meetings building up to the final scene, where Mmison said,"l
showed her" with a new and more frightening meaning.

Music Scenario # l (Januay 30)
Carrie's Music
CAR]RIE/DAVID: Carrie developed an improv which aeated movement
dealing with spousal rape. It presented a dichotomy of the abuser and the
abused. There was no specifïc gender, and each character explored both
aforementioned roles.

OTHER FIVE: The group began loving each other, then turned into a group
of animals whc eventually preyed upon and killed one of their members. It
had a very saaificial ritual to it, whereby the dead body was lifted into the air
prior t o the group devouring it.

COMBINATION: This was done without the music. Carrie and David

performed their piece centre stage. They used noises and breathing to
accompany this.

Meanwhile, the other actors were silently smounding

them, watdiing, and aeating an orgasmic frenzy. As soon as David and Carrie
raised themselves vocally, the group transformed into the animal type. They

proceeded to grab David and devour him as Came watched. Some successful

things in this was the juxtaposition of speech versus silence, and of movement
versus stillness.

Music Scenario #2 (Februay 3)
Donna's Music

MEN'S: There were no words used during t h i s scenario. 'Over the Rainbow'
was played. Dave was the counterpoint to Ryan and Adam. They were on a
couch watching a sporting event. Ryan and Adam became increasingly violent,

as Dave sat in the middle rather still. At one point, Adam and Ryan moved off
the coudi and simulated slow motion violence while Dave responded to this
violence by M i n g in the couch.

Ryan was left on the Boor while Adam went

badc on the couch putting his arm around Dave.

AEety Scenario (Febncay 4)

IMPORTANT IMAGES
I.

Taking someone's sound for your own, an exchange of sound.

2.

Dave's level exploration - 'hey' to those surrounding him going unheard.

3.

Ryan/Carrie/Donna - tug of war over D o m a with her arms.

4.

Jen's meticulous blanket ueatment - folding, arranging.

5.

Carrie/Ryan - ninning to get away, but in a ârde so she cornes back to

the objea which she was ninning away from.

Music Scenario #3 (Februay 4)

Dave's Music

DONNARYAN/IEN: Jen was placed DSC on the floor with paper and some
crayons. Donna and Ryan were directly behind her to start the scene. Ryan

and Donna burst out SL and SR respeaively , whde Jen began to colour. Ryan
and Donna fought over conuol of Jen (via energy space between the hands).
When Doma was able to get conuol, she remained behind Jen and hummed a

soothing lullaby. Ryan, when in control, made some frightening animal

sounds. When Doma was in control Jen drew c

y lines, when Ryan was in

conuol Jen drew harsh lines. The scene ended with Donna and Ryan
struggling and eventually toudUng hands. Jen said, "mine."They stepped back

in line and said, "AU mine". This exploration of head space was nice. When
Jen didn't look at her paper Donna and Ryan's function was d e s . When she
looked at her paper, Doma and Ryan became family members. It was

interesting.

ADAM: Adam's piece used the Metallica Song as weU. He sat in a desk
perfectly still for most of the song. He then uied to light a agarette
(unsuccessfully). Near the end of the song, he got up and left the room,
slamming the door behind him. This was nice use of stillness. His facial
expression was the scene. The build up of rage was the focus.

JEN: Joanne (24, suong) Sandy (gr.5, hyper) Ni*

(teens, responsibility)

Jen's monologue began with her reaching up towards the sky (Joanne),
she

then tried to get sontethmg from the sky (Sandy). This was foilowed by an

atternpt to bring the thing d o m fiom the sky (Nidcy). The thing became a
baby which Sandy played with followed by Joanne plugging i f s mouth. There
were no words.

RYAN: Richard (30, angy)

BilIy (7, wide eyed)

Cliff (45, normal)

Ryan's monologue began with an adjustment of his face into an exaggerated
BilIy. He said 'PUDDLES!' then played in them. He adjusted his face again

and Richard said, T m loohg". He repeated this then adjusted his face. Cliff
looked at his watch and said, "1 quit looking but I've got a lovely wife and two

kids". He then adjusted his face and Richard said, "I'm still looking". Another
face adjustment and Billy said, "Puddlesn rather solemnly.

CARRIE: Isobel (gr.2, m o u s ) Jack (24, weighed down) James (gr.11, cool)
Carrie used a ladder and triangle box from the room. Isobel started by looking
at us from behind the triangle. She said, "yellow". James then camed the

triangle up to the top of the ladder and set it there saying, 'orange". Jack took
the triangle down the other side of the ladder and set it on the ground saying,

"red". Carrie then said quiddy, "Yellow,orange, red" and pushed the triangle
over (creating a bang) and feu to the ground - dead?

DAVE: Ngggh (infant, wordless) Roy (old, in a home) Ron (27, s t i l l young)
Dave's piece began with his infant in the box. The infant disappeared, then

reappeared saying, "Aroundthe corner 1have a fitend". Ron got up and
moved to a box set USC. He stood on the box and said, "Tomorrow cornes
and tomorrow goes; and the distance between us, it grows and grows". He

then moved towards the chair which was in between the box and the box in a

straight line. Roy looked into the box, then sat down and said: "That's what
we get and deserve in the end, around the corner a vanished fxiend".

Abuse ntree Point Ewertise (Febmay 19)

ADAM: Adam used three movements and increased their speed and intensity
until they exploded. He touched his cheek, moved his hand up, then tumed
away and brought his hand out.
JEN: Jen used Sandy in this performance. She crouched on the ground, then

jumped in the air saying, "I'm small, I'm stupid, and I'm uapped". Then she
ran out of the room.

@i'nes

for Just Yell Fire

This appendix contains the different outlines ueated during the Skeletal
Development Phase of rehearsal.

Outlines Round I (Febnrary 1O)

.

DAVE:

1.

Media (satire)

2.

Other half (Realistic)

3.

Options/Potentials

These three categories were to be explored using the media, particularly the
Momson case as an example. Dave was concemed with the sensationalization

of domestic violence, and breaking that down.

CARRIE: Carrie was concemed with why people stay in relationships where
domestic violence is prevalent. She felt that her outline should be circular as
opposed to linear. The following terms were considered to be 'barriers' for the
victim (who was in the rniddle of the arde): Physical, Education, Legal,

Cultural, Financial, Self. These barriers are linked together by a la& of

education which continues the cycle. Carrie m e r suggested that education
= non-victim. We came up with a diagram to better explain her outline.

ADAM: Adam wasn't here to defend his ideas, so David presented them. His
premise dealt with domestic violence being all around us, an every man issue.

He wanted to look at the three archetypes of abuse: abuser, abused, and
observer. He M e r wanted to explore society's attitudes towards this topic.

Again, we found that a diagram was helpfd in communicating his ideas.

DONNA: Doma wanted to look at the cyde as a spiral rather than a a r d e . It
was important that this cyde dealt with love which then considered core

beliefs. This lead to the explosion which has to do with power and conuol.
Followed by self-esteem evaluation and a new level of love. She suggested that
this be the shape of the production. The cyde should not necessanly corne full
cirde, but suggest that possibility. She further suggested that perhaps the
actors reflea this during the show - a stage within a stage idea. "Violence does
not bound but aeeps into our lives".

RYAN: Ryan divided the show into six different sections, each beginnlng with
one of the f o n d texts. He funher suggested some exerases which would lead
to an exploration of each issue. They are as follows:

Nature of Abuse

1.

3.

2.

Two Sides of Abuse

Carrie's found text

Dave's found text

Evolution Violence

Doma/Ryan Abuse Scene# 1(Jan 27)

Energy Ball Exerase

Carrie's Music Combo (Jan 30)

Victim Situation

4.

Everyday

Donna's found text

Ryan's found text

Self-esteedshame explore

Seaecy - explore

Writing exercise - explore

Learned Helplessness - explore
Neglea Scene # 1 (Jan 27)

Fear

5.

6.

The end

Jen's f o n d text

Adam's found text

Fear Scene # 1 (Jan22)

Donna Music - Men's (Feb 3 )

JEN'S: Jen had some points that she wanted to ovemde the production as a
whole.
1.

People are hurting people that they LOVE.

2.

No one changes you, you change no one (Note negative connotation)

3.

Everyone must take responsibility (accountability - Dave)

4.

Abusers push away because they aren't d e s e ~ n gnot
, keep them there.

5.

Random Acts of Violence - no such thing.

RYM:

DAVE:

1.

Nature of Abuse (Carrie mono)

2.

Media (Dave mono)

3.

V i e (Donna mono)

4.

Everydaykveryone (Ryan mono)

5.

Fear (Jen mono)

6.

3 Faces of Abuse (Adam mono)

1.

Nature

3.

2.

Media

Carrie mono

media vs. fact

Jen's secrion (Round 1)

Dave's section (Round 1)

Fear

Adam mono

Victim Situation

4-

Everybody

Donna mono

Ryan mono

Jen's section (Round 1)

Bro's on couch scene
forms of abuse

5.

Fear

Carrie's section (Round 1)

6.

End

Carrie's poern
scene
Canie mono

CARRIE:

Added the following colours to Dave's:
Bladc - begin
Red - section 1

Orange - section 2

Yellow - section 3
Green - section 4

Blue - section 5

Purpie - section 6
Black - end

JEN: Unanswerable questions...
What is abuse?

Why do 1 abuse?

Mrhy do 1 take it?
DONNA:

Preshuw - tranquillity, space, heedom, love, self esteem

Impuke - starting point, small scenes
growing to

Ev-ydaylEveryman

- core beliefs, media

violence growing

Victim P.O. V - Donna mono, fear increasing, why do we stay?,
observer, neglea
growing tension

Abuser P.O. V - need to suike out, random acts of violence
aii of a sudden

Violence! - power, conuol, self esteem gone, qui& pace, exploding

Return to - Jen's , restricted, dosed in, impulse.

Round 3 - Final Outline (February 11)

THREE FACES OF ABUSE
(in colour)

APPEND~X
C
First Draft of Tust Yell Fire Written Between March 10 and March 15. 1997

In the dark a woman says thefollowing monologue while beating a drum. The beats
should follow a h e a beat.
~

IMPWLSE MONOLOGUE
Lights up on Isobel. Al1 ather actors are not visible on stage.

Lights d o m on Isobel. Beat. Act I begrnr.

Act 1: Nature and Society

*Note: during t h i s act &des will be aeated and re-created with water.

Perhaps the Smith's have wet feet, which aeates their own urde as they m n
around dwing their scene. This should be kept in mind during the next few
development stages. Society should consist of four different perspective

characters. Psychologist, Radial Feminist, Media, Law as a starring point.

Their dialogue needs to be developed.

SCENE 1 - (Intro )
Black out. One breath cornesfrom the CS. Several actors slowly join the breathing.
The breaths increase in tensiodfear until t h y build into a climax where the entire cast is
partikipating. As the breuthing imeases in tension, the actors move rapidly around the

space. At the climax, the actms should be scunying outwardfrom the centre and corne tu
an abrupt halt. Thy are spread out around the room.

SCENE 2 - (Headline)
Newspaper articles are prujected on the srneen. Thv are al1 local clippings which deal
with hmestic violence. Headlines are important. This is overlapped with the sound of
several newscusts overlupping each other, again dealing with domestic violence. This
sound should md with thefillowing:

VOICE: Sadly it's a story that no longer shocks: man hits woman, woman
Ieaves man, and man kiUs woman...Maybe love isn't that different from
mouthwash after ail.

Dumg this segment, the silhouette of Ryan dams Cam'e against the screm. Blood dnps
clown the screen. BZack out.

SCENE 3 - (Society then Smith - building of trust)
Came lies in the centre of the circle throughout this scene.
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Mr. Smith walkr v e y slowIyfrmn USL to DSL creating a half circle pattem. He is
weadng wet sach, su t h q leave this patteni on thefloor. Mn. Smith does likavisefrom

USR to DSL. Herfeet are dry. Il9 should amSveDSC just before the line, ' n e
Smiths were rnam-ed....'.
Psychologist: If we are going to help those in violent relationships we must
understand their situations. Part A; they met. They fell in love. For whatever
reason, they created a safe and uusting environment. They loved each other.
Their being together fills a need for each of them. Hurnans have basic needs.

They must satisfy their needs. Love, trust. Those are their basic needs. Their
needs are the beginning.

Part A.
Media: At three prn on Tuesday Mardi 2, 1997 those of us in the newsroom
heard the uagic police cal1 corne over the emergency scanner. "Shot fired. A

woman has been shottt. Without skipping a beat assistant news editor Joe
Taylor made this prediction. "She probably left her husband, so he killed her.
"

Joe was bang on. One woman dead, two daughters orphaned. They are

forever left with the question we all want to ask at times like this: Why? Why
does a broken relationship lead to man to kill his former lover? To quote John

Smith as he exited the courthouse....
Law: Alberta Association of Services for Children and Families 555-6 1 14.

Action Committee Against Violence 555-6295. Calgary Resource Inventory
(Violence-related). Names you can trust.
Psychologist: Courtship. She may be atuacted to him because he seems so

strong. They have a suong s e d attraction. It is likely that inside they are
unsure of themselves. Cornmitment. At some point they take on the

traditional d e s . ..
Media: The Smiths were rnarried on August 1 , 199 1 . (Smith's k s )
Law: Alberta Mental Health 555-4520. Civil Court - Restraining Orders 555-

5936. Dial - a - Law 555-9022. C a l g q Resource Inventory (Violence related) Names you can trust.
Media: They were separated in 1994. (Mr. Smith walks quzcky back in the
direction he carnefrom. He completes 3/4 0f the c i d e . Mn. Smith does the same. n i i s
time herfea are wet. llq do not look at one another as thy pass the halfway point.)

Psychologist: As the cyde continues.

SCENE 4 - (real trust)
Four acton are standing at four dzffment points outside ofa ci&, fmkgout.

Came is in the centre of the drcle. Ryan joins her. T h 9 do a senes of t>ustfalls
during the following lines:

Ryan: Confidence in a person or thing because of the qualities one perceives
or seems

Carrie: Confidence.

Ryan: to perceive in him. The person in whom one has confidence.
Carrie: Conviction.

Ryan: Acceptance of something as m e or reiiable without being able
Carrie: Faith.

Ryan: to v e m it. Faith in the future.
Carrie: Custody.

Ryan: An equitable right or interest in a property held by one person on
behalf

Ryan: of another. To permit to use something in the proper way.
Carrie: Assume, expea, pressure.

Ryan plays with notfully catching her. Cam-e acknowledges this, then she continues
the trust m c i s e with Actor 1 who is just on the line of the circle. Actor I catches
Came, but won't releme her. She goes back and ttustfalk into Ryan.

Actor 1: Love hurts.

Ryan: A powerful emotion fdt for another
Carrie: Person manifesting itself in deep affection, devotion, or sexud desire

Ryan drops Cam'e. She backs away and m m toface Amr 2. Amr 2 hugs her and
pats hm hair. This develops into tao much patting. Cam-egoes back and mt falls into

Ryan.
Actor 2: You m u t have done something to deserve it.

Ryan: Suddenly and unexpeaedly
Carrie: to be taken with a possessive liking.

Ryan pwhes Cam-e towards Amr 3. She tums and tmstfalls into Actor 3. Actor 3
catches her unwillingly.
Actor 3: What will people think?

Stands Came up and faces her toward Ryan. She mns past him to Actor 4 whofolds
her a m s in punt of hm like a straight jacket and holds her as she stmggles.

Actor 4: It hurts me more than it hurts you.

Cam-es ~ e s f r e and
e runr to Ryan. He holds hergently.

Ryan: Love, honour, and obey.

Amri 1 through 4 slowly moue in on Ryan and Cam-e. Ryan laughs while Cam0e

closes hm y e s and repeats 'Tmf over and over.

Actor 1: You made your bed, now lie in it.
Actor 2: 1 find it hard to believe.
Actor 3: It's nothing to ay about.
Actor 4:Why don't you put it behind you?

Ryan and Actors I through 4 repeat theirfinal lines whzle o2n.rcling Carie. nt y begin
to move in a circle around hm.

This builds to a crescendo until Canie screarns. AU

artors scun-y out of the circle. Cam-e is left staring a t the audience blankly. Black out.

SCENE 5 - (Soaal then Smith self esteem)
The Smiths begin US of the circle and move towards each other around the edges of the
circle during this scene. l71y meet DS of the circle and respond tu what the Media is
say ing.

*develop social text prior to Smith
Media 3: This is normal however as most woman are not with their first
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husbands; yet one in three still use the same mouthwash they used as a
teenager.

Soaal 2: They are reunited a year later.

Soaal 1: She wants to be a good wife.
Soaal 2: His jealousy is just a sign that he really loves her.

SCENE 6 - (Real self-esteem)
Julie stands inside the drde. She is creating movemmt which presses herseIf and her
identity. Scott walks by and Julie tries to share hm movement with him. He m'*es

briejly.
Scott: Stupid.

Julie stops hm mouement as Scott &ts.

She picks up her rnovement again, trying to p'

it. Scott enters again. She awazts his judgernent.

Scott: Really fucking stupid.

Julie's movernent is visibly uiecied. She almost cannot move, butflickers in moments of
what hm rnovement was. Scott returns.
Scott: (silence)

Options: Julie is I q L absolutely still. Julie drops dead.

SCENE 7 (Soaal then Smith Oppression)
*add text to develop oppression

The Smiths are DS outer ~ n ofcircle.
g
Thq respond to what the media says. Thy run

around the outer edge of the circle, meeting at the top and ut the bottom of the c i d e .
Media 3: John Smith was deeply depressed at the end of his 18 year marriage.
Social 1: He hits her.

Social 2: It happens again and again and again.

Social 1: She leaves again.

AU : The pattern is set.

SCENE 8 - (Real oppression)
Thefollowing is a s e p m c e dealing with oppression. The on& words used are Yes, No,

Oh. There is an observer who is king held back by three cast members. Joan is
D

standing above Peter. Joan says, "NO". P m says, "OHm.Joan puts Peter in a cage?

Peter begins to Say, 'Yes" while Juan says "Oh. Pete~wants out. Juan eventually moves
across the room from Peter.

Obsmer breaksfree and Mes to help Peter. He rqiects this

o f f njoins Joan. Joan puts her a m around Peter and says, "No:

SCENE 9 - (Society then Smith Addiction)
*add t e x to develop Soaety addiction

n i e scene begiw with the Smiths ncnningfrorn US circle ta SL and SR sides ofdrcle.
Thy stop and begin the three point muvernent with the three sounds. ï h i s leadi them to
the DS water part.

Soaal 1: Tension.
Social 2: Build up.
Social 1: Violent Explosion. (MT.Smith faZZs to the ground and smashes his hand
into some water)

Social 2:

HONEY MOON!

Social 1: Each Ume she leaves him.. .and retums. (Mu. Smith dues mal2 version

of running around the circle. )
S0aal2: There is more danger. (The Srniths get up and run around the circle,
meeting at the US end).

SCENE 10 - (Real addiction)
This scene should resernble the 'monster scene' but wilZ be reworked to inco>poratethe

fulbwing idem. The twojîgures damhg m a i n the same. n e rnonsters represent the

'have to love' and 'have to leave' sides of the dancers. This grows in tension, t p ~ should
t
be developed here as well. Eventually, the couple chooses to leave the munsters and

depend on their own ability to tmst each other. 7hy move behind the screen. Once
behind, their shadavs suggest the beginning of a romantic interlude when blood splats
amss the scene like a slash wound. The monsters have moved to the pairneter
c i d e and

tf

the

Boy steps folwurd with a teddy b e a ~in hand. He moves v - y close to the

sueen and stares at his parents. He tums around and sits ready for scene 11.

SCENE 11 - (Merge of Social and Real)
Punch and Judy emergefrom the cage (their show wagon). T m is develupedfor them in
the Punch and Judy style. T h e child watches the scene unfold. He slowly picks apart his

teddy beur through out (npping off the ams, head, etc.)

MEDLA 3 also supervises the production from his media spot. His cornrnentary should
be worked into the Punch and Judy dialogue to be developed. It is asfollows:

MEDIA 3: Now rernember, there are woman who assault men. This is not
to disparage men however, but does tend to prove what common sense has
been saying for some time. That is; that long before a woman is ready to setde
down with the right man,she is ready to settle down with the right product.

Perhaps Media becumes the Lvictrctrm'
of Punch and Judiy rather than the boy? In this
case, the show ends when Media hm been successflly killed.

SCENE 12 - ( Merge into Smith)
*this may be the whole group developing the t e s , then Mr Smith being left
with the text.

Mr. Smith will dmelop a monologue inspired by the 'seed planting scene'frorn Nature's

jrst datelopmenu. It should include thef o l h i n g dialogue:
M R SMITH: Flidc, bite, punch, kick, kill. (in progressive sequence with movement)
This will be inside of a circle.

Mn. Smith is DS possibly in the circle, playing with the wuter during this scene. She

may be outside too.

SCENE 13 - (Smith real image)
Mr. Smith makes his way around the dnle and sneaks up behind hm. This could be
another instance of is he in or out of the circle.
Soaal 1: She leaves him for good.

Social 2: Like a lion, aeeping through the cattails, then freezing in
camouflage...waiting.

Sociai 1: For unsuspecting prey.

Soaai 2: He punued her, racked the shotgun dose to her body. This was the
shot that went into the back of her ne&

Mr. Smith slaps his hand on thefior. Mn. Smith fa& dead. All of the actors in the
pen'meter do su as well.

SCENE 14 - (Conclusion)
Black out.
Breuthing similar to the end of Scme 1 . nie breathing tapers out so that there is one
single person breathing. A light highlights the last person breathing.
Black out.
Some Additional Notes
*the act should dearly suggest soaety, chen Smith as connection, then real.
*progression into chaos
'develop more text for soaal

*ali reai is inside &de

*al1 Smith is on edge of cirde or a aeation of their own &de
*soaal surrounds circie

Prelude to Act 2

Lights up. The actm are Qing where t h y feIl at Mn. Smith's death. Isobel c h a h the
bodies offour actors. These wil2 be their resting places all through Act 2. Mr. Smith is

mt given an outline. Men she is dune, the Zights shzft into Act 2.

Act 2: Abuser and Abused

*Note: Throughout the act there might be a hand which is slowly dosing into
a fist behind the saeen. This may be scattered or constant. The actors who
are not in a scene (except Newspaper Guy and Non-existing Man) may also be

in different positions, lying in chalk outlines.

SCENE 1
Lights up on two areas of the stage where NEWSPAPER G W and NON-

WLTSTENT MAN.
Newspaper Guy: HeUo. I'm the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. Don't
Nonecistent Man: Have you ever been used?

Newspaper Guy: get ideas. I'm in control.
Non-existing Man: Nothng to hope for? Fields of pain?

Newspaper Guy: Nobody will mer love you the way that I love you, 'cause

nobody's that
Non-Mstent Man: Humanity is a lie? You drive yourself insane

Newspaper Guy: strong. If you're gonna go ninning scared.
Non-existent Man: Life. L-1-F-E. Live in fear everyday.

Newspaper Guy: I'm right behind you. You belong to me.

SCENE 2
Enter Janice with a flower. Dun'ng the monologue she pich the petals off thejlower and

places them in a c h l e around her.

Janice: 1 shave my veins. With the same blade you shave your face. With the
same blades 1gouged your ne&. With the sarne blades you saatdied OUI

baby's heart. With the sarne blades I cut your throat. With the same blades. 1
bleed. 1 stitch. 1 scar. I bleed. I stitch. 1 scar. 1 bleed. 1 stitch. 1scar. 1
bite. 1 stitch. 1 scar. 1 bite. I stitch. I scar. With the same blades.

SCENE 3
n i e buto hand closing in& a fist is predorninant dun'ng this scme. ntere may be other
actors punctuating the folbwing monologue.

Actor: 1don't see myself as a violent person. My father...now there was a man
with a temper. My worst fear was that someday I would end up like my Dad.

I may have a short fuse -- but that's normal. Sure, sometimes my wife pisses
me off. She c m be real stupid, you know? Once she picked a fight with me

over money. C m you believe it? 1 had to show her, show her who was boss.
I'm nothing without that. She'd starve with out me, and there she is
complaining about money. She knows just how to push my buttons.

Sometirnes 1 think she's afraid of me. Doesn't she know that I love her? But
I'm not violent. Ask anyone. Ask my CO-workers...my former CO-workers.She
knows 1have a lot of messures...I'm on edge and she should just know better.
1guess 1 showed her.

SCENE 4
Lights up on Non-Existent Man.

Non-existent Man: I am the abuseci. 1 am the product of domestic suife. 1am
you pain, your fear, your hate; 1am you. Society is my mirror. Society is my
aeator. Yet you deny me. You Say 1 don't exist. That will never happen to
me, you Say. 1would never do that, you Say. 1 see you eyes. 1 know what's on

your mind. T m not like you" -- Are you sure?
SCENE 5
Enter Brad with a chair. He sits in the centre of the rose circle.

Brad: I think 1 know who 1am. 1 know who 1am. 1 want to be strong but

1O0

strength brings on a wrath more powerful than anything physical. It's difficult
when somebody you love so much feels that way about you. I'm slowly
dissembled piece by piece. She is the most loving person that 1 know. When

she is happy she is a glowing connection to my heart. Occupying a large
portion of what is me...what used to be me. 1 love her. 1 could never leave
her. But 1live in daily fear that she will leave me and the children. The stakes
are hgh. Because the roller coaster of live c m drop in a death plunge long
before you're ready. It is my fault that it exists this way, so tenuously. 1 try to
wak an even keel and hold it alI together but 1 fail. And she'll let me know ho

matter what. As a person 1 feel like an empty shell. 1have given my heart, my

soul, my confidence, rny drearns, and myself. There are times 1 want to suike
out and fight to regain that which I've misplaced. Perhaps some day 1will.

You have nothing. You contribute nothing. You are full of shit. Laty. Using.
Self-cenued. Abusive. You are worthless. Fat. And just as bad as your

mother. You are me, what I've become. My identity. And life goes on. 1 love
you, and 1 d never leave you.

SCENE 6
Lights up on Navspaper Guy
Newspaper Guy:

Hello. 1"m the guy who reads the newspaper over your

shoulder. I'm like a broken toy, forgotten on the shelf. 1 was never young -never just a little boy. Every Ume 1 tum around, there you are again, lying
with you eyes while your hands are busy working overtime. I'd give you

evexyhng I've got for a little peace of mind.

SCENE 7

An uctur (childfrom Ac? 1) sits down on thef100r. Another fmale actw draws a box
around him on thefloor while humrning rock a bye baby. She leaves. She cornes back
miming a baby in her ams. She continues tu hum to the baby, ignan'ng the child in the

box. She leaves. The child is visibly upset. The child might Say, Mommy?" at the
"

end of the scene.

SCENE 8
Tkis is a piece to be choreopphed. It wi22 include 2 to 4 mors. The child will remain
in the box thmughout the piece as observetofwhat is happening. It is based on the tying
hair idea, and the bonding wrist idea Rom earlier rehearsak. Exefvtsfrorn Adam 'sfree
association wntings might be wed as ttxt over the piece. B a t will be decided after the
choreography has been established.

SCENE 9
Lights up on Newspaper Guy.
Newspaper Guy: Hello. I'm the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. 1 was the only five year old 1knew who didn't want his bedroom

door left open a crack. Did you forget 1 was there? 1could hear you yell -- and
her scream. I could hear the thud against the wall. Why didn't you do it to

me? What did I do wrong? How can I make it better?

SCENE 10
Laura entm and lies d o m on her back with her head US. Naospaper Guy and Non-

aistent Man draw the outline of a CO$%

amund her. She @ver her monologue Qing

down.
Laura: Bless me father, for 1have sinned. There must be something wrong
with me. 1 want to be good wife, to please him 1 feel like I've failed him in

some way. It was an acadent. He didn't mean it. Not really. He only shoved
me -- the first tirne. 1must provoke him. He's had an unhappy childhood.

It's only when he's drinking. He really is a good man. He really does love me.

Ten Hail Mary's? I'Il txy harder.

SCENE 11
Lights up on Non-aristent Man.
Non-existent Man: Remember the night in the black room full of fear.
Cutting your teeth. Learning a new and harsh language. One day you will

realize that 1 am a part of you. Seeking out help, reaching for me.

SCENE 12
It is v - y dark There might be some kind of light which glows behind the meen. There

also might be a door shlttting effiect dunng this scene cis well. Melissa cornes in and is in
the circle offlowers.

Melissa: Maybe if 1 lie really still. Maybe if 1 look really ugly. Maybe if 1
seem really si& Just let me sleep. Please I want to sleep. No...no...no. Oh
no. Maybe if I lie really still. Maybe if I look really ugly. Maybe if 1 seem

really si& But 1 c m handle this. Justremember that it feels...g ood. Just

remember that he loves me. Because he loves me. He loves. Me. (pain) He
loves me not. He loves me (pain) He loves me not. He loves me (pain) He
loves me not. (Vomit)
Child can be seen thmugh the door? Child says, "momrny?". Melissa continues.

Maybe if 1 lie really still...

SCENE 13
Dunng the ries scene, Melissa slowly eats the rose petah which are surrounding hm.
Newspaper Guy and Non-exrttent Man are lit.
Newspaper Guy:

Hello. I'm the guy who reads the newspaper over your

shoulder. 1 know you. Stop pretending - you've never raised your voice,

you've never put someone down, you've never h m someone you love. Stop

pretending -- it won't happen again. You've never let someone you love hurt

you. Stop pretending it's never touched your life. Stop pretending its' not a
part of you.
Non-existent Man: I'm here for you, here to serve you. But I don't exist,
remember?

Conclusion

Isobel draws a partial d r d e which encompasses the stage, staarting at one end of the
audience, and concluding at the other side. The drcle should suggest that the audience is
now imide of it.
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Prolonue

In the dark, Cam-esays thejbllowing monologue. A Arum is beating in the back ground.
Carrie: Two beats. Impulse. Impulse. Situation, violation, isolation,

perpetuation. On average the incident was too minor to become further
involved in acts of a soldier's. Invasion. La& of freedom. Lack of medical

evidence to prove. Tmth. Tmst. Testimony often dangerous to accept the
unconoborated. Peace bond. Projection of blame. Minimizing 40% 50%
74% one in four h r t y four Urnes before creating another place. For the mind.

To. Go. And this made. Unpleasant expenence. Lie s d . Make yourself the
smallest target possible. Deny or JustiQ. Drum stops. Impulse.

One breath cornesfrom the CS. Several anors slowly join the breathing. The breaths
inuease in tensionlfear until thy build into a climax where the entire cast is
pam'cipating. As the breathing increases in tension, the actors move rapidly around the
space. At the climux, the actors should be scurrying outwardfrorn the centre and corne tu

an ubncpt halt.

Act 1: Nature and Societv

SCENE 1
Lights up on Isobel. Al1 other acton are not visible on stage. She is drawing a spiral

DSC with c h a k As the spiral gets bigqer, she draws faster. l 3 e chalk breaks in two.
She Zooks at the audience.

Isobel: 1know them. I've seen what they've done.
Isobel puts her hand in the water. She rubs out pue

of the picture, leaving some traces

of it behind. Beat. Blackout.

SCENE 2
Heudlinesfrom local newspaper aln'cles are projected on the screen. l l i s is overlapped
with the sound of sweral newscasts. This sound should end with thefollowing recording:

Media: Sadly it's a story that no longer shodcs: man hits woman, woman
leaves man, and man kilis woman ...Maybe love isn't that different from

mouthwash after dl.
During this segment, the silhouette of Media slams Radical Feminist clgaimt the srrem.
Blood drips down the screen. Black out.

SCENE 3
Came lies in the centre of the cirele throughout this scene.

Mr. Smith walks v - y slowly from USL to DSL creating a halfcircle pattem.

Mn.

Smith dues Iikewisefram LJSR to DSL. She wears a net as a veil. ï k 9 should anive

DSC just before the line, ' Alberta Association....'. Thg create a ritual ofdipping their
fect in waterfor a mariage c m o n y .

Crisis's lines are delivered from US of the screen. He highlights wordsfrom the
Psychologist 's speech by drawing them m'th his jînger in the blood.

Enter Psychologist with a nerf dart gun. Media holds a nerf bat as a microphone. ïkq
use these throughout the act.
Psydiologist: If we are going to help those in violent relationships we must
understand their situations. Shoots the dart at the srnem. Part A; they met.
They feu in love. For whatever reason, they created a safe and uusting
environment. They loved each other. Their being together fds a need for each

of them. Humans have basic needs. They must satisQ their needs. Love,
trust. Those are their basic needs. Their needs are the beginning.

Part A.
Media: At three pm on Tuesday Mardi 3, 1997 those of us in the newsroom

heard the uagic police call corne over the emergency scanner. "Shot fired. A
woman has been shotl'. Without skipping a beat assistant news editor Joe
Taylor made this prediction. "She probably left her husband, so he killed her.

" Joe was bang on. One woman dead, two daughters orphaned. They are
forever left with the question w e all want to ask at times like this: Why? Why
does a broken relationship iead a man to kill his former lover?

Crisis: Alberta Association of S e ~ c e for
s Children and Families 555-6 114.
Action Committee Against Violence 555-6295. Calgary Resource Inventory

(Violence-related). Names you can trust.
Psychologist: Courtship. She may be atuacted to him because he seems so

suong. They have a stxong sexual attraction. It is likely that inside they are

unsure of themselves. Cornmitment. At some point they take on the
traditional roles.

Media: The Smiths were married on August 1, 1991.
Crisis: Alberta Mental Health 555-4520. Civil Court - Resuaining Orders
555-5936. Did - a - Law 555-9022. Calgary Resource Inventory (Violence -

related) Names you can uust.

Media: They were separated in 1994.

Mn. Smith drops the veil. Mr. Smith walks quickly back in the direction he camefim.
He completcs 3/4 of the &le.

M n . Smith does the same. This time herfeet are wet.

Media enters the circle and boks d o m ut Canie. He drags the net inta the circle with
his foot. Hm body contracts into a fetal position.

Psydiologist: As the cyde continues.

SCENE 4
Friend, Mother, Father, and Sister are standing ut diffment points outside of a circle,
facing in.

Can-ie is in the centre of the circle. Media extends his hand to her. He lzfts Cam'e up
intu a tnistfull.

Media: Confidence in a person or thing because of the q d t i e s one perceives
or seems to perceive in him. The person in whom one has confidence.

Carrie: Confidence.

Media: Conviction.
A second tncrtfa12 is done, this tirne gently allm-ng Canie to roll onto the ground. She

picks up the na and holds i t until she is drupped.
Media: Acceptance of something as m e or d i a b l e without being able to

venfy it.

Carrie: Faith.
Media: Faith in the future.

Carrie: Custody.

A third tnistfull is done where Cam'ejumps backwards and is caught by Media. He
holds hm.

Media: An equitable right or interest in a property held by one person on
behalf of another.
Media drops Cam'e to thefluor.

Carie: Permit.

Media: To permit to use something in the proper way.
Carrie: Assume, expect, pressure.

Shc mns to Fnend and trustfalk into him. He holds hm tightZy.

Fnend: Love hurts.

Carrie mm back to Media. Leaps high into his a m s , su her legs are above his
shoulders.

Media: A powerfd emotion felt for another..

Carrie: ..person manifesting itself in deep affection, devotion, or sexual desire.
Came mm and leaps into Motha She slides down ?ter body. MotJ~erdoes nothing tu
catch hm.

Mother: You m u t have done something to deserve it.
Carrie goes back and m t falls into Media.

Media: Suddenly and unexpectedly...
Carrie: ...t o be taken with a possessive liking.

Media shrugs Carrie towards Father. She rolls on the ground towardr Father. He
kicks her away.

Father: What will people think?

Cam-efaces Media. She Mes to communicate to him without touch. He rejects hm.
She runs p s t him

to

Sister whofoldi Canie's anns in front ofhm like a straight jacket

and holds her as she simggles.
Sister: It hurts me more than it hurts you.

Cam*estrugglesfree and mns to Media. He calms ho; then places the net on hm head.
Media: T ~ s t .

Carrie: Love, honour, and obey.
Friend, Mother, Father, and Sister move iu and grab a piece of the net during their

lines. Media moves away after placing the net on Canie. He should be DS of the circle.

Friend: You made your bed, now lie in it.

Mother: 1find it hard to believe.
Father: It's nothing to ay about.
Sister: Why don't you put it behind you?

Friend, Mother, Father, and Sister repeat theirfinal lines while w~appingCam-e with
the net. It naps hm. She screams. The actors scuny away. She is left standing
motionless. She slow& pich the nettîng awayfrom her.

SCENE 5
Cam'e b h g s the net to Media's feet. She drops it. Radical Feminist takes over.
Media: The Smiths were re-united one year later
Smith's en& with wet feet. ïley are am in am and walk bn'skly in ajûll cirdefrorn

SR tu SL. Media joins them and continues slightly byund where the Smith T stop.
Thq should al2 be in place by the end of Radical Feminist 's Zine.
Radical Feminist steps on the net.

Radical Feminist: Violence against women is systematic and soaally
structured. It is perpetuated on women because of the inherent hierarchal
structure of our society. It is about women. It is about their self-esteem.

Pauiarchy breeds batterers and victimizes women. This hierarchy must end if
violence is expected to end.
Cnsis uses blood to emphasize Psychologist ?s lecture. Psychologsts shoots a dart at the
Smith Tfeet.

Psychologist: Part B: the hierardiy of needs produces self-esteem. Once the

level of uust is established then bonding can occur. This bonding aeates a
positive self-esteem provided both parmers are uusting e q d y . If this is not
the case, tension increases. Part B.

Smiths walk in another circle. This time t h y are both trying to control how the other

walk.
Crisis: Canadian Research Institute for Law and Family 555-6653. Women
in Need 555-0807. Calgary Resource Inventory (violence - related). Helping
you improve your self-esteem.

Crisis wn'tes Self-esteem ' in blood on the sneen us he says it.

Radical Feminist: In 2,500 B.C., if a wife taked badc to her husband, he
could engrave her name on a brick and use the brick to hit her. In the middle
ages, church and state accepted that a wife was the property of her husband.
Wives could be bought and sold, and they could be burned at the stake for
scolding, nagging, or taking badc to their husbands. In the eighteenth century,
a British court ruled that a husband could beat his wife, so long as the stick he
used was no thicker than his thumb. In the nineteenth century, a judge stated,

"If no permanent injury has been inflicted..by the husband, it is better to draw
the curtain, shut out the public gaze, and leave the parties to forget and
forgive .

Media: Key witness John Armstrong said the accused readied into his podcet
for another shell and,fearing for his own Me, said that he took a large step
away from the door to where the accused couldn't see him. Armstrong further
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testified to chief Crown prosecutor Gordon McPhee that he had studied the
accusedis face because he thought he might be the only witness.
Media crosses d m stage and touches the net. Crisis' shadow attacks Psychologist
throughout the next lines.

Psychologist: We need to define. Abuse, no, physical abuse: pushing, shoving,
slapping, punching, kicking, breaking bones, knifing, shooting, or use of other
weapons, locking out of one's home, abandoning in an unsafe place, murder.
There. Them and it.

Crisis: Discovery House 555-0718. Independent Living Resource Cenue 555272 1. Calgary Resource Inventory (violence-related). Helping you improve

your self-esteem.
Radical Ferninist: Look at the institution of marriage - and it is an institution.

The pauiarchal structure of that institution cultivates subrnissiveness in
women. It waçn't unùl 1968 that a woman could be granted a divorce because
of cnieky.
Media wraps himself in the net as Radical Ferninist approaches him.

Psychologist : Tension.
Crisis' shadow slam against the screen, releasing more blood. Mrs. Smith makes a
mal1 n'rcle break awayfrom Mr. Smith.

Psychologist: They want a good maniage. They started with a high level of
self-confidence. They began to doubt their worth. The abuse is something
that they believe they desenre due to a low self-esteem. They leave. They

corne back.
Radical Feminist: And the cyde continues.

SCENE 6
Scott stands inside the circle. He is repeating a seccian of rnovement. W i t h each
repetition he is growing in self esteem.
Scott: Me. Really me. Me.
Psychologist: Stupid.

Scotf stops his movement. He begins his rnovement again, this time changing i t slightly.
He repeats this three times.
Scott: Me. Definitely me. Me?
Psychologist: Really fucking stupid.

He almost cannot moue. He look ut hm. She says nothing. He is rouched on thefior.
Psychologist touches him, then leaves.
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Psychologist: Emotional abuse; put doms, constant criticism, threats to h m
or kill your paner, children or pets, jealousy, denying your partner friends,
controlling with fear, iporing.
Scott stands and reintrces Cam*e' s j î n a position from Scene 4. He en'ts.

SCENE 7
Media: John Smith was deeply depressed at the end of his previous 18 year
marriage.

Mr. Smith walks slow@ around havofthe cirele. Radical Feminist addresses

Psyhologist 's meen.
Radical Feminist: We must accept that domestic violence is primarily a
women's issue. Regardless of how you define abuse, the majority of the victims
are women. Men are natually capable of physical domination and they are

culturally defined as superior. Women need more protection, they need a
place to tum to. We must call on our govemments to support prograrns which

help the victim overcome the abuse. Only by focusing on the woman, can we

put an end to this senseless violence.
Crisis: Men's Crisis Centre 555-9680, Women Looking Fonvard 555-9144.

Calgary Resource Inventory (Violence Reiated). Stop the Oppression.
Mr. Smith makes a violent gesture with a sound. Mn. Smith makes a receiving gesture
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with a sound. This continues three times during Psychologisr's lines. Then thty both
recmer and breathe at the sarne tirne. Crisis creates a s h a h recoveringfrorn abuse.

Psychologist: He hits herJ It happens again/ and again.

Media: The neighbour recalled that Mrs. Smith's fear was felt throughout the
quiet residential streets where they had Iived together with their son for two
years. "1was afraid he would hurt my children too", said their neighbour,
remembering the feeling he had after watching the six o'dock news. The

Smith's had split up approximately two rnonths pior to the tragedy after
montiis of loud, protracted quarrelling.

Radical Ferninist: The sensationalization of certain drarnatic cases dealing in
domesuc violence often lead to the woman being the 'journalistic flavour of the

day'. This kind of vulturistic exploitation c m only digress al1 that women have
done so fax to address this issue.
Crisis writes,

" T. V , Psych,

W S , and Hpomazy"with blood on the screen.

Psychologist shoots the dari at Radical Fminist.

Psychologist: Pan C: The destruction of the hierardiy of needs due to
increased tension leads to a new plateau for thern. Control becomes of central
importance. Oppression as a tool to maintain control is comrnonly used
between thern. A new hierarchy is created it fdows a set pattern. The steps

which one can expect to see ocnimng during the relationship which results

fiom the introduction of physical violence are as follows:

The Smith's take mal2 steps taoards the DS water area. When t h y meet, Mr. Smith

makes her dip hmfeet in the watm.
Media: He calls you a fat cow. His moods are so unpredictable that you find
yourself doing things that you know will instigate trouble just so that you can
conuol it. You both punch the redial button on the phone to find out the last

number called. Domestic abuse starts with anger and ends with violence. This
is what happened to the Smiths and experts Say that is not uncornmon.

Radical Feminist: Each time he hits her, she cornes back. It is leamed. It is
repressed and it is oppressed.

Psychologist : She leaves him.

Mn Smith mns quicky around the circle and ends up back facikg Mr. Smith. She
stops, dips herfeet, and continues ninning. Mr. Smith mm the oppusite way afer her.

T h q both ait behind the sueen.
Crisis: YW Support Men that Batter 555-41 11, Lawyer Referral 555-1722.

Calgaxy Resource Inventov (violence related). Stop the oppression.
Media: So the cyde continues.
Psychologist sits in front of the wuter. touching it.

SCENE 8
CnsLr cornesji-om behind the sneen. He h m a wet rag in his hand which drips.
Throughout the scene, he draws a circle around himeIf: It should cross over the Smith's
circle. Once the circle isfinished, he m'es to leave the circle and can't.

Radical Feminist and Peter begin their scene. The only words used are Yes, No, Oh.
Radical Feminist draws Peter tuwards her with her yes. He m'es tu hug hm. She says
no. She hugs him, tum away. He hies to hug ho-. Hefalls to the ground. Peter takes
a mouch position similar to Cam-e'sfrom Scene 4. Radical Feminist is standing above

Peter. She says, uNO: Peter says, "OH'. This happens one more time. Radical
Feminist then draws a circle around Peter with a wet cloth. Radicd Feminist crosses to
the other side of the stage. Law says, " h q " in Petefs direction.

Peter Say's , "oh" to

Radical Feminist To get her attention. Law says, "oh" to get Peter's attention. He
reuches out a pulls Peterfrorn his circle tu join Law's circle. Once Petm is in Law's circle
he becornes overbeanngly protective. Petm breaktfree and runs to Radical Fminzst He
mouches in his earlier position. Radical Feminist says, "No? Peter stands and she

looh at him. Hefalls to the ground and slow& returns to his original crouched position.
Black out.

SCENE 9
Crisis: Anger Management Court Reference 555-9610. Alternatives to

Violence Projea 555-9605. Calgary Resource Inventory (violence-related).
Blood splats across the screen.

AU: Tension.
Lightjlashes to reveal a large shadow of a pmon. Media,Radical Feminist, and
Psychologst walk DS along the line and into a circle rnoving counter clockwise- The
Smith S are walking separa te@ on each side of the circlefrom US tu DS.
Psychologist: Part D: With inaeasing tension, a pattem of abuse has evolved.
The steps leading up to the inevitable acute incidence of abuse has been

followed, now the pattem is set. It consists of three

Psychologist stops.
Radical Feminist: Three archetypes are uivolved in cases of domestic violence.
The abused, the abuser and the wiuiess. In an effort to address the issues of
domestic violence, attention is being direaed at the later two of those three.
Radical Feminist stops.

Media: Three women in three days. Dead. AU allegedly due to spousal abuse.

And in other news today, it has been proven that mouthwash can be addictive.

Our chief medical consultant will have more on that matter in three minutes.
Media stops. n i e Smith's meet in the centre and watch each other. Tension bmeen
them should build until violent wplosion. Mr. Smith - anger, Mrs. Smith - fear.
Crisis: SuMvors Anonymous 555-2083. Calgasy Resource Inventory (violence
related).

Another splat of blood moss the screm.

Flash on person behind the serem, shaduw is smaller.
Psychologist: This pattern of abuse builds up for years. Sometimes it is
intermittent, whiie other times it c m be quite rigid. It is the intermittency of
the cycle which causes and addiction to that lifestyle. The woman stays in the
relationship due to an inexplicable bond which the couple has created right
f3om the moment they chose to be a couple. This is where the problem of
domestic violence lies. Part D.

Radical Ferninist: One in eight Canadian Women living with a male p a m e r
experiences some kind of abuse. There are potentially more than 72,000
abused women in Alberta.

Media: Reports Say, the woman turned, s a e m e d , and ran.
Crisis: Calgary Police SeMces - Crisis Unit 555-8998. Canadan Red Cross
Society 555-4423. Calgary Resource Inventoxy (Violence Related).

Slamming of person against the screen.

AU: Violent Explosion.
MT. Smith falh to the ground and smashes his hand into the wuter. Mn. Smith tries to

wash ofl his face. He miles, thy stand up and kiss. Thy dip theirfeet and begin to
run in opposite dire~lr~ons
around the n'rcle. Psychologst, Radical Feminist, and Media

run DS ut the same tinte that the Smith's begin to mn. Thg,stop and look at the
water. niq repeat the kiss. Flash mal2 shadow person on the screen. Black out.

SCENE 10
Actors arefiozen mid step. Ryan e n t m . Once he is almost at CS al2 other actors k i n g

to walk around the stage. Ryan performs a gesture and then blends in with the crowd.

Jen appean in the same spot $ho$

afer this and does hm own gesture. She

too

then

blends into the crowd. Ryan and Jen notice each other as the amrs spiral around thon,

bnngrng them together. The other actors then disburses tofour comm and sluwly melt
tavards the ground. Each actor repeats one of thefollowing words randomly throughour
the melting process, afrer Jen and Ryan have said theirjrst lines.

Love - Fem: Forever.

Love - Masc: Do us.
Leave - Fem: Until.

Leave - Masc: Death.
Ryan and Jen are moving to a piece which exploresfalling in love. Thy each find

urt
movement to express themselves, and ty to add the other person's movement in an g
to become part of each othet. The leaves repeat , "I'ZI never leave" and the loves repeat,

I'll always love" to punctuate the scene.

Ryan: Forever.
Jen: Until Death do us.
The choreography is such that when Ryan and Jen go to repeat the nuivment afrer dris

point, they are unable to capture what was pratious. When this is established, Jen and

Ryan tum to their Leave penons.
Love - both: I'II never.

Ryan & Jen:Leave.

Ryan and /en go to their Leaves. T h 9 begin two d u m which build to Leave taking
possession ofeach of them. Ryan and Jm Zeuve and go back to e u h other. Thy

ts> to

rebuild what t h q had. It is awkward. During this thefolluwing is said:

Leave - both: 11
' 1 always.

Love joins Jm and RyanS rnovment.

Jen & Ryan: Love.
Leaves join the rnovemmt. Thg each break o f into sections of rnovement which suggests
both Ryan and ]en's original statonents about them selves. At a point this becomes

frenzied, und the Leaves and Loves begin to mn in a n'rcle amund the room. Thy are
moving into two gender bused trius.

]love - Fem: Forever

b a v e - Fem: Until
Leave - Masc: Death

Love - Masc: Do us.

The two trios explore both sides o f b e and Leave with Jen and Ryan. It is a split
consciousness. Each side eventuully hm a mg af war with Ryan and Jen.

Love - Both: 1'11 always (repeat)
Leave - Both: I'U never (repeat)
Thy are pushed into a group.
Jen: Love.

Ryan: Leave.
13ie group pushes Jen and Ryan d o m .

Others: Addiction.
]en and Ryan crawl outfrom underneath and ncn LIS cenue.

Ryan & Jen: Forever until death do us.
The p u p melts down tu t h e j b r . Jen and Ryan make their way behind the screen.

neir shadows suggest a Zuving moment. CrLXs emergesfrom the p u p holding a Teddy
bear. He walks toward this image.

Crisis: I'll never.

He tum and huddles in the corner of the screen.
Crisis: I'Il always.

Crisis is watching thefollowing scene. Dunng the next scene, he picks apart his teddy
bear.

Punch: Where's the child? Fetch me the d d d , Judy my dear. There's a wife
for you! What a precious darling creature. She's gone to fetch our M d .
Judy grabs the net.

Judy:Here's the child. Pretty dear! It knows its papa.

P d :Give it to me - the pretty thing! How like its sweet mamma.

Judy: How atvkward you are!

Punch: Give it to me! 1 know how to nune it just as well as you do. Now,

get away. Judy Ents What a pretty baby it is. Sings thefolbwing to rock a bye
baby .
Oh rest thee my baby

Thy daddy is here.

Thy momma's quite gabby
Yes that's very dear.

Oh rest thee my baby
Thy mother will corne
with a voice like a starling
1 wish she were dumb!

Baby begins to q.
What's the matter with it? Poor thing! Hush a bye, hush a bye. Noisy thing!
Hush a bye, hush a bye. Nasty thing! Judy! Oh Judy! Keep quiet, can't you?
HUSH A BYE, HUSH A BYE! Quiet! Quiet, 1Say. Hits the child. Oh, you
filthy nasty M d . M a t have you done? 1 won't keep such a nasty M d .
Hold your tongue! Stnkes the child several times on the stage. There - there!
There! How do you like that? 1thought I could stop your squalling. Get
dong with you, your nasty, naughty, crymg M d . Throws the child away . He,
he, he. That's better.

Judy enters with a toy bat.

Judy: Where's the child?
Punch: The M d ? Ah-h-h. Gone to sleep!

Judy: M a t have you done with the M d , 1 say?
Punch: Gone to sleep 1 Say.
Judy: What have you done with it?
Punch: How should 1 know?
Judy: I heard you make the pretty darling cry!
Punch: 1 dropped it out of the window.
Judy: Oh you a u e l homd wretch. To drop the pretty baby our of the window!

OH! You barbarous man! Oh!

Punch:You shall have another soon, Judy my dear. There's plenty more where
that came from.
Judy: I'U make you pay for this. You can depend on it!

Thy fight. Judy rollsfmm thejght tu the DS water. She transfoms into Mn. Smith,

Punch inta Mr. Smith. Mr. Smith remains US. He stares at Mn. Smith d ~ n n gthe
nart scene. Crisis stands during thefight and moves to DS

of the srneen.

Crisis: Children's Cottage. 555-2273.
Enter Radical Feminist, Media, and Psyhologist.

Psychologist, Radical F e m i ~ s t&
, Media: ..S55-2273. Hull Child and Family
SeMces 555-8000. Calgary Resource Inventory (violence related). For our
society.

Mr. Smith: Flick. AI1 three turn awayfrom him. l k y look back
Radical Feminist: Being predominantly a women's issue, it should follow that
the solution must corne from a woman's point of view. Women's increasing

aggression is soaety is learned in the home. From the men.
Media: Now remember, there are woman who assault men. This is not to

disparage men however, but does tend to prove what common sense has been
saying for some tirne.
Psychologist: A text book case. She left him for good. He pursued her.

Mr. Smith: Bite. AI2 three tum awayfrorn him. They look back.
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Radical Feminist: Predomindy a woman's issue. SHE LEFT HIM FOR

GOOD. Predominantly a woman's issue.
Media: That is; women assaulting men. HE PURSUED HER

Psychologist: A text book case. He radced the shotgun dose to her body.

Mr. Smith: Purdi. Al1 three m m away from him. Thy look back
Radical Ferninist: Predominantly a woman's issue. RACKED THE

SHOTGUN. Predominantly..
Media: ..women assaulting men. CLOSE TO HER BODY. That is:

Psychologist: A text book case. This was..

Mr. Smith: Kick
Radical Feminist: THIS WAS

Media: THIS WAS

Psydiologist: THIS WAS
Radical Feminist: THIS WAS

Media: THIS WAS

MT. Smith lets the silence build tension. He lunges to the ground and slaps his hand on
thejloor. M n . Smith and all other actots drop tu the ground dead.

Mr. Smith: The shot that went into the back of her neck.
BZuck out. Sound of Mr. Smith breathing.

Lights up. n i e amrs are lying where t h y fellat Mn. Smith's death. Isobel cames

from behind the sueen with ajlower . She is humming 'Ring around the Rosie' as she
outlines M n . Smith's body with chalk She stops just before

Isobel: We all fa11 dom.

She tum and hopswtches to Media.
Isobel: Step on a crack and you break your mother's badc.
She looks between the two bodies Zej? and picks one by the following method.
Isobel: Eenie, meanie, miney, mo!
She runs over to Crisis and chalks him. Halfway through she begins.
Isobel: Momma called the doctor and t h e doctor said...

She chalks Psychologist- When she is dune she stands.
Isobel: No more monkeys jumping on the bed. Blackout.

SCENE 14
Lights rise on an ernpty stage. î3is serves as intemission, and should last no longer
than 20 seconds.

Blackout.
Act 2: Abuser and Abused

SCENE I
Lighhts up. Jmice, Brad, Mik, and Laura quickly stand in the chalkd bodies.

Enter NEWSPAPER G W and NON-WSTENT. Non Existent addresses each
actor.

Newspaper Guy: Hello. I'rn the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. Don't

Non-existent: Have you ever been used?

Newspaper Guy: get ideas. I'm in control.

Non-existent: Nothing to hope for? Fields of pain?
Newspaper Guy: Nobody will ever love you die way that 1 love you because

Non-Existent: Humanity is a lie? You dnve yourself insane.
Newspaper Guy: nobody's that strong. If you're gonna go Nnning scared.
Non-existent: Life. L-1-F-E. Live in fear everyday.
Newspaper Guy: I'm right behind you. You belong to me.

SCENE 2
Janice walks to the wuter dish and picks afiwerfrom it as Newspaper Guy and Non-

fistent mit A&

the monologue she picks the p a l s off theflower and places them in a

circle around hm. M i k watches hm dunng her monologue.

Janice: 1 shave my veins. With the same blade you shave your face. With
the sarne blades 1 gouged your ne&. With the same blades you saatched our
baby's hem. With the same blades I cut your mouth. With the same biades.
1 bleed. 1 stitdi. 1scar. 1bleed. 1stitch. I scar. I bleed. 1 stitch. 1 s a . 1

bite. I stitch. I scar. I bite. 1stitch. 1scar. He loves me. He loves me not.
With the same blades.

SCENE 3
M i k cmsses into the c i d e offiwers.
Mike: I don't see myself as a violent person. My father...now there was a
man with a temper.
Brod drops from standing tu lying in the c h a k d circle.

Mike: My worst fear was that someday 1would end up like my Dad. 1may
have a short fuse -- but that's normal. Sure, sometimes my wife pisses me off.
She can be really stupid, you know? Once she pidced a fight with me over

money. Can you believe it. 1 had to show her what's what.
Janice dropsfrom standing to lying in the chalked circle.

Mike: She'd starve with out me, and there she is complaining about money.

She knows just how to push my buttons. Sometimes I thnk she's a h i d of

me. Doesn't she know that 1love her? But I'm not violent. Ask anyone. Ask

my CO-workers. She knows 1 have a lot of pressures. I'm on edge and she
should just know better. I guess 1 showed her. Picks up a petal. Yesterday she
brought me a Peanut Buster Parfait. 1 am nothing without her.
H e walks to his own chalked space.

Laura watzhes him.

SCENE 4
Non-Existent cam-es a chair on hm back and places it US of the thercle. Brad nses
during this scene.

Non-existent: 1am the abused. 1am the product of domestic strife. I am
your pain, your fear, your hate; 1 am you. You are society and I am you. Yet
you deny me. You Say 1don't exist. That will never happen to me, you Say. I
would never do that, you Say. 1 see you eyes. 1 know what's on your mind.

Kicks uve-r the chair. 'Tm not like you" -- Are you sure?

She &s.

SCENE 5
Brad: FUCK YOU. I KNOW WHO I AM. I know who I am. I gotta stand

up for myself. But she won't hckïn' quit. I bust my ass for her and what do I
get? 1 mean, I've never even touched her and what does she do? She scratches
"fudc you" in the side of my new tmck with her fudcin keys! She actually spits

in my face. I feels like nothin's good enough for her. 1 wanna leave. 1could
live with my f o k for awhile. Seriously. And then what would she do? She'd
be lost without me. Forget it. Couldn't leave. Just bought him a new bicycle
for his birthday. 1'11 get her somethin nice. I know what she likes. She likes

that fancy stuff for the bath. Flowers. Those little chocolate peanut butter
things. I'll rub her back until she falls asleep.
Again.

I'm coming a p m , man. There's nothin left. I'm runnin on empty. Tapped.
And she wants more. No matter what 1 do, it's not fuckin good enough.

"You're no f u W g good. You're whole family is a bunch of losers. You corne
home and just sit around and drink beer. You never think of anybody but
yourself. You're just like your gaddamn mothern. Pich up the petals, and
sttaightm the chair.
1love you honey.

1 love you Mikey, buddy.
1 won't leave you alone.
Hi honey. He drops the petak infront of him. I'm home.

SCENE 6
Enter Newspaper Guy. Dunng monologue, Brad grabs his Teddj bear and sits in the
chair.

Newspaper Guy: HeUo. I"m the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. I'm like a broken toy, forgotten on the shelf. 1 was never young never just a little boy. Every time 1tum around, there it is again. Holding me
a little too tightly. I'd give you everything I've got for a little peace of rnind.

Ent Newspaper Guy.

SCENE 7
Mike: 1 left when 1was of age. It was either that or go into construction like
my father. 1had to make it on my own. That's what my father said anyway.

I'm fine with that. I moved. No big deal. Got a job at an oil Company, and
moved up. Now's he's at that age when he may need to go to a home. So 1
thought I'd bnng it up with him. He's still self suffiaent. He does all right.
When I mentioned it to him we had an argument. He said, Just because 1
"

can't lift 200 pounds anymore doesn't mean 1can't cook my own goddamn
meals. What do you think 1 am? Some goddamned retard who can't even

wipe his own as?" He won't live with me. He's too stubbom. He has to be
his own man. He doesn't like the way 1ïive. He hates the fact that 1 made my

way with my mind, not my musdes. 1 have more than he did. He'd cal1 me
soft. Like he's always done. If he wants to Iive on his own fine. If he doesn't
want me to help pay for his heating bill, then let him freeze. Let him get a job
at 7- 11. He can make it on his own. He's self-suffisent right? You can't
blarne a kid for uying. Thank god I'll never be like him.

SCENE 8
Brad begins to hit his teddy bear on the chair. He then chews the chair. Enter Laura.

She forcefully removes him and places him on the ground. She aits behind the m e e n
with the chair. Brad hits his cap on thejoor and movesfrom where Laura placed him.
She enters andjircejhlly puts him back where he was. She draws a chalk c i d e around
him, kicking his leg in tofinish it. She grabs his teddy, hits hirn with it, and throws it
outside of the circle. She m-tsbehind the serem. Brad reachesfor his teddy, but c m 't
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a i t the circle. Laura hums 'rock a bye baby'frorn behind the srneen. lanice slowly Rts

moss legged outside of the chalked body. Brad stops Qing to reach for the teddy. Laura
then enters rnirning a baby. She continues to hum. She steps on the teddy, then gives it

back ta Brad. She rubs him on the head and goes to her chalked body. She places the

baby in the body and sits just outside of this. Brad watches where she left for seiwal
seconds, then starrk, kicks the teddy into the screen, and P;nts. Black out.

SCENE 9
Lights up. Nmspaper Guy c h a h the outline @ a cu8n around Laura. Non-Enstent

watchesfrom behind.

Newspaper Guy: Hello. I'm the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. 1was the only five year old I knew who didn't want his bedroom
door left open a crack. Did you forget I was there? 1 could hear you yell -- and

her scream. 1 could hear the thud against the wall. Why didn't you do it to
me? What did 1do wrong? How can 1make it better? He a i t s .

SCENE IO
Laura: Bless me father, for 1 have sinned. There must be something wrong
with me. 1want to be good wife, to please h m 1feel like I've failed him in

some way. It was an accident. He didn't mean it. Not really. He only shoved
me. The first time. The others.. . well I must provoke him. He's had an

unhappy childhood. 1 should be more sensitive to that. It's only when he's
drinking. He just needs someone to t a to, someone to help him let it out.

He really is a good man. He really does love me.

Ten Hail M q ' s ?
Laura gets up. She begins a Hail Mary.
Laura: 1'11 uy harder.
She washes her handi and exia with the bu& to begin to wash the screen.

SCENE 1 1
Non-Existent walks into the cu.$jîn.

Non-existent: Remember the night in the black room full of fear. Cutting
your teeth. Leaming a new and harsh language. We were there, 1 am a part
of you. Dont go badc Live. Seek out help, reach.

SCENE 12
This piece is between Mikeand Brad. It is about ideal lave n i a t which thy search for.
It is mavernent orientated and accompanied by music. During the piece thejlower p a l s
are picked up and set in a pile near centre stage. The piece ends with both of them staring
at one point in the theatre as the lighhtsfade to black

SCENE 13
It is very dark The light suggests a door open a crack. Janice is Zying down. As she
begins, a shaduw passes through the dùor briefly.

Janice: Maybe if 1 lie really s t i l l . Maybe if I look really ugly. Maybe if 1 seem

really si&. Just let me sleep. Mease I want to sleep. No ...no ...no. Oh no.
Maybe if 1 lie really still. Maybe if 1 look really ugly. Maybe if 1seem really

si& But I can handle this. Just remember that it feels...good. Just remember
that he loves me. Because he loves me. He loves. Me. He loves me not. He
loves me. He loves me not. He loves me. Sound of a slam. H e loves me not.

She vornits. Lights rise on her as she places a real gun on the stage. She loob at it, then
reaches p s t it for a petal. She eats one. She reuchesfor the gun. Before she touches it
there is a black out. Janice aifi.

SCENE 13
Non-aistent is US, Newspaper Guy is DS. Lights up as Newspaper Guy points a real
gun at the audience. The house lights slowly rise su that they are upfitll by the end of
the play.

Newspaper Guy: Hello. I'm the guy who reads the newspaper over your
shoulder. I know you. Stop pretending - you've never raised your voice,
you've never put someone down, you've never h m someone you love. Stop
l

pretending -- it won't happen again. You've never let someone you love hurt

you. Stop pretending it's nwer touched your life. Brad enters as the child. He
grabs Nmspaper Guy's hand. H e drops the gun. Stop pretending its' not a part of

you.
Non-existent: I'm here for you, here to sewe you. But 1 don't exist,
remember?
Stage Zights out.

Ligh ts up on Isobel. She draws a partial n'rcle which encompasses the stage, staltienga t
one end of the audience, and concluding a t the othm side. She leaves the chalk with on

both sides of the cïrcle. The other actors enter and take a spot an the chalked circle.

Isobel: 1 know you.
She joins the actors. Thy al1 step inside of the circle and nad their headr a t the
audience. T h 9 exit. Lights should never go out once thy are upjiilly.
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